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Introduction

This project started about a year-and-a-half ago
when several artists were asked to participate in a reaction to that gilded pla ticity called "The Treasures of
Tutankhamun." Th intent was to pre nt a contemporary rebuttal entitled "The Great Pyramid Show."
Along the way, th po ibility for a catalog em rged
and with it the cop of th proj ct br ad n d. A ri s
ay about the pr enc and m aning of the
of
pyramidal image at variou point in art hi tory was
included to investigate the nature and depth of the sustained influence of this image. Although there are gaps
in the investigation, we hope that the results will prove
useful and provocative.
Documented here is the outline of an influence
which started with the Egyptians and has traveled
through the Greek and Roman eras, the Middle Ages,
the time of the pre-Columbians, the Renaissance, and
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to us today.
"The Great Pyramid Show" is, in this context, a fleeting
glimpse of the pyramidal influence on the works of a
few contemporary artists.
In order to complete the outline of this influence,
other non-western points of view will have to be
studied. Further areas of investigation include
economics, politics, architecture, linguistics, and
musicology. Perhaps certain of the participants of this
show will extend this investigation. Perhaps some who
read this catalog will be stimulated to do so.
We wish to thank the nineteen artists and scholars
who have graciously contributed their time, energy, and
thoughts to make the exhibition and catalog possible.
Also essential has been the financial participation of the
Midwest Museum of Art, Elkhart, Indiana; Albright
College, Reading, Pennsylvania; and Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut. Without their participation, this catalog and exhibition would never have become a reality.
Peter Berg
New York City
Curator, "The Great
Pyramid Show"

Michael Jones
Wright State University
Director, Fine Arts Gallery

Egypt
Christine Lilyquist
Curator, Egyptian Art
M tropolitan Museum of Art
From earli t tim , Egyptians buri d them lves
b n ath m und (appar ntly repre nting the primordial hill which m rg d a the first symbol of lif from
th wat rs of th Abyss), r building which had in fact
served as their houses during life. Both structures provided necessary protection for the body after death.
The first known pyramid, that of King Zoser at
Saqqara about 2650 B.C., could be likened to a house
which grew upward; its square base suggests a further
function however. The most likely one is that Zoser' s
stepped royal monument (for pyramids were built only
for the king, a living god, or for members of his family)
became a means for Zoser to mount to his realm after
death, the night sky. The function of the true pyramid,
which developed shortly thereafter, may have similarly
been to provide access to the realm of the sun god, the
shape recalling sun rays; contemporary texts refer to
rays as a means of ascent for the king.
Pyramids were largely abandoned after Dynasty 12
(c.1800 B.C.), because the frequent robbery of them required builders to camouflage royal burial places. Indeed Tutankhamun's tomb was found largely intact
3200 years after his death because it lacked a superstructure and was, perhaps unintentionally, covered by
nearby debris. Even without a symbolic bridge to the
heavens, however, Tutankhamun was buried with objects which assured him of an identity thererepresentations of him as the sun god which, by their
existence, meant he would travel as a gleam of light
through the night and be reborn each day as the sun.
Functions proposed by subsequent peoples to the
pyramids would, no doubt, have caused the literal and
faithful Egyptians some wonder.

Pyramids in the Classical World of Greece and Rome
Richard Brilliant
Columbia University
Th great regular pyramids of Pharaonic Egypt at
Giza caught the imagination of the Greeks who enroll d
them among the Seven Wond rs of the World. These
and other Egyptian pyramid b came objects worthy of
scientific inquiry, beginning with the great Milesians of
the sixth century like Thales, and were subsequently
considered characteristic expressions of Egyptian civilization by the Greek historians Herodotus and Diodorus.
With the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, the
country was open to exploitation and tourism, and the
great pyramids were the goal of Greek and Roman
tourists until the third century A.D. Beyond their scientific, architectural, and touristic interest, the Egyptian
pyramids, or more precisely their geometric image,
came to symbolize Egypt-remote, very ancient,
abstract, and eternal.
Their very abstraction and their apparent geometric
and mathematic perfection encouraged Greeks to see in
them a substantial realization of a fundamental order of
reality, given form. This concept of order and harmony
was largely engendered by Pythagoras's theoretical concerns with the properties of integral numbers and his
arrangement of numerical sets in the shape of triangular
diagrams. For him and for his followers the tetrahedron
constituted a perfect body, as defined in the third century by Euclid in his Elements, sec. 13, and was given a
cosmic significance by being associated with the
primordial element, fire. 1
That connection between the pyramid and fire was
founded both on Egyptian tradition and on fantasy. In
Egypt the pyramid seems to have expressed a cosmic
reference and invoked the sun; the sides of the Great
Pyramid of Khufu at Giza are oriented to the cardinal
points and the shape of the pyramid echoes the sun's
rays. The solar reference was further consolidated in the
reduced shape of the pyramidion, the pointed pyramidal portion which forms the apex of an obelisk, itself an
established motif of the Heliopolitan solar cult. After his
conquest of Egypt in 30 B.C. with the aid of Apollo,

Augustus brought many of these obelisks to Rome in
confirmation of his victory and of the upport of the
gods. On a fantastic level of interpr tation, the word
"pyramid" in Gr k, despit it Egyptian origin, was
thought to hav thi nam among g meter becau e
th figur r hap narrow d into a c n after th mann r of fire, par in Gr k; o t t d th hi torian Amm i anus Marc llinus in th third century A.D.
(XXll.15.29) and that doubtful cholar Isidore of Seville
in the seventh century in his Etymologiae XV.11. Ultimately, this too reflected Pythagorean belief, if not
science.
Yet the pyramid as a fire symbol was not taken up
by Greek and Roman artists, but rather the pyramidal
shape enjoyed a limited application in the architecture
of tombs.
"On the way from Argos to Epidauria there is on the
right a building made very like a pyramid, and on it in
relief are wrought shields of the Argive shape. Here
took place a fight for the throne between Proetus and
Acrisius; the contest, they say, ended in a draw, and a
reconciliation resulted afterwards, as neither could
gain a decisive victory. The story is that they and their
hosts were armed with shields, which were first used
in this battle. For those that fell on either side was built
here a common tomb, as they were fellow citizens and
kinsmen."
Pausanias, Description of Greece II. xxv .7, Loeb.
Library Edition, transl. W.H.S . Jones, 1954, p. 383

A little earlier in the same book, II. xxiv.7, Pausaniasthe writer of a guidebook to famous sites in Greece for
Greek and Roman tourists of the second century
A.D.-refers to a common tomb for many slain men at
Cenchreae and there uses the Greek term polyandrion,
while in II. xxv .10 he mentions a large pyramidal tomb
at Ligouria. These places are all near Argos in the Greek
Peloponnesus, and there was a traditional connection
between the Argolid and Egypt, embodied in the tale of
Danaus and his daughters. Indeed, according to
Plutarch, Pyrrhus 32, Danaus was said to have landed in
Argolis at Pyramia. 2 True stone pyramids are very rare
in Greece, and yet the majority of those known have
been found in the Argolid and were constructed in the
fourth century B.C. as a kind of Heroon and placed in
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the countryside. 3 Whether or not an historical connection between Egypt and the Argolid once existed, in the
fourth century an ideological connection manifested itself in the pyramidal tomb erected to honor the heroic
dead, remembered forever and set in isolation.
Not so Simon the Maccabeean, who erected seven
pyramids for his father and mother and four brothers in
Modin in Palestine, their family seat. He also devised an
elaborate setting for the pyramids, setting up great columns about them on which he placed suits of armor for
a permanent memorial, and beside them carved ships,
so that they could be seen by all who sailed the sea. (I
Maccabees 13.28, 29). Here, too, in Jewish Palestine, an
Egyptian motif of sepulchral architecture was used in
the second century A.O. to honor those who had fought
in a brave war of liberation, an heroic monument of the
Maccabeean revolt.
Two pyramidal tombs stood in Imperial Rome: the
so-called Meta Romuli was a small sharply pointed
monument, located in the Borgo between the
Mausoleum of Hadrian (the Castel Sant' Angelo) and the
Vatican. Much admired in the Renaissance when it was
called the Tomb of Scipio, the Meta Romuli appeared in
medieval and Renaissance views and subsequently influenced Raphael's design for the Chigi Chapel in S.
Maria del Popolo in Rome. 4 The smaller pyramid, the
so-called Meta Remi or more accurately the Tomb of
Cestius, was build by C. Cestius on the Via Ostiensis
about 12 B.C. and still stands. 5 Incorporated into the
Aurelian city-wall in the third century A. D., the
Pyramid of Cestius is to be found next to the Porta Ostiensis (Porta S. Paolo), beside the Protestant Cemetery
where Keats and Shelley are buried. Both these Roman
pyramidal tombs follow the pattern of later Egyptian
and Meroitic pyramidal tombs, 6 and knowledge of these
models may have come to Rome after Augustus took
personal control of Egypt. Otherwise true pyramids,
built of masonry and set directly upon the earth, are
unknown in the Roman West.
Instead, another and more restricted use of the regular pyramidal form was widespread in Greek and
Roman sepulchral architecture. This application was

Piramide Di Caio Cestio E Porta S Paolo

probably derived ultimately from royal pyramids of the
Middle Kingdom like the Tomb of Mentuhotep II at
Thebes, where a small pyramid was mounted on a high
podium with terraces, and more immediately from
Middle and New Kingdom tombs such as those at
Abydos, where small pyramids rested on rectangular
podia in which the tomb chamber was located. In these
contexts the pyramid was effectively reduced to a highly
visible symbolic form whose familiar imagery and elevated position established the architectural typology of
the monument. Indeed, the tower tomb, capped by a
pyramid, became well-known in Mediterranean
architecture-Amm ianus Marcellinus in fact uses the
Latin word turres (towers) to refer to the Great Pyramids
of Egypt (XXII.15.28).
Perhaps the greatest sepulchral monument of classical antiquity, the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus,
employed this type most extravagantly. Designed for
Mausolus, governor of Caria in southwest Turkey, and
by the architect Pythius in the middle of the fourth century B. C., 7 the mausoleum was called one of the Seven
Wonders of the World by the Elder Pliny whose account
in Natural History XXXVl.30-31 is confused and misleading. Apparently, the mausoleum consisted of three
elements in successive elevation: a rectangular masonry
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podium, a central colonnaded section, and above a
stepped pyramid, truncated at the top to support a
four-horse chariot of marble. Thus the prototypical
mausoleum came into existence, employing Egyptian
and Greek elements for the tomb of a barbarian who
served the Persian Empire. These three compositive
elements, including the stepped pyramid at the top, influenced a number of Greek tombs, including the Lion
Tomb a~ Cnidus in Caria, some grave monuments in
South Italy, and to a lesser degree, the small private
tombs at Pompeii. For the most part, however, a plain
rather than stepped pyramid was preferred.
Small or large tower tombs with two or three of
these elements, and with the colonnade sometimes
omitted or placed in front of the podium are found in
Syria, Palestine, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Spain, Northern Italy, and along the Rhine. 8 Such tombs occasionally
appear in Roman wall-paintings, illustrating sacroidyllic landscapes, often with an Egyptian flavor but
evoking at the same moment the heroic atmosphere of
the Argive pyramids. Perhaps the relative popularity of
the tower-tomb, topped by some form of pyramids tr ai gh t, stepped, or even curved-proves the
longstanding power of Egyptian sepulchral imagery. It
is, however, a more symbolic mode of presentation, elevated like the pyramidion toward the sky and the everlasting sun, where life-giving light may be drawn down
to illuminate the darkness of the tomb below.

The general literature on Greek and Roman usage of pyramids is very
scanty, but see
W. Heick, "Pyramiden," Pauly-Wissowa Real-lexikon XXIll.2,
1939, 2167-2282.
G. Riihlmann, "Zurn Nachleben der Pyramiden im Mittelmeergebiet," Wis enschaftliche Zeitschrift der Martin-LutherUniversitat Halle-Wittenberg, Xl/9, 1 2, 1033-1042.
A. H rmann, "Porphyra und Pyramid ," Jahrbuch fUr Antike und
Christentum 7, 1964, 117-138.

Notes
1. S. Sambursky, The Physical World of the Greeks, London 1956, 26-35.
2. J. G. Frazer, Pausanias' Description of Greece, vol. Ill, London 1898,
212-214, (24. 7), 217 (25.7), 232-233 (25.10).
3. S. Oppermann, "Pyramiden in Griechenland," Antike Welt 2.1,
1971, 45-52.
4. S. B. Platner & T. Ashby, Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome,
1929, 340; J. Shearman, in Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Inst.
24, 1961, 133-135.
5. E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome, vol. II, London 1962,
321-323; on the obelisks taken by Augustus and erected in Rome,
see pp. 130-162.
6. A. Roullet, The Egyptian and Egyptianizing Monuments of Imperial
Rome, Leiden 1972, 42, 43.
7. N. Neuerberg, "Greek and Roman Pyramids," Archaeology 22, 1969,
106-115; K. Jeppesen, Paradeigmata. Three Mid-Fourth Century Main
Works of Hellenic Architecture, Aarhus 1958, 1-67.
8. H. Kahler, "Die rheinischen Pfeilergrabmaler," Bonner /ahrbucher
139, 1934, 145-172; S. Gsell, Les monuments antiques de I'Algerie, II,
Paris 1901, 39-99; E. Will, "La tour funeraire de Palmyre," Syria
26, 1949, 87-116; id., "La tour funeraire de la Syrie et les monuments apparentes," Syria 26, 1949, 258-312; C. Cid Priego, "El
sepolcro de torre mediterraneo," Ampurias 11, 1949, 9-126, esp.
94££; T. Hauschild, et al., "Torre de los Escipiones," Madrid Mitteilungen 7, 1966, 162-188.

The Eclipse of the Pyramids in the Middle Ages
Harry Bober
Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities
Institute of Fine Arts
New York University
No other single monument of human history has
been for so long the object of so much awe and wonder
by so many people as the Great Pyramid of Egypt. It
might be noted, at once, that the reputation which attaches to the Great Pyramid of the Pharaoh Cheops (or
Khufu) is often applied, interchangeably, to the complex
of three pyramids of the fourth dynasty, of which that of
Cheops is the largest and most famous, closely seconded by the neighboring pyramids of Chefren and
Mycerinus. Even to those ancient Egyptians who first
gazed on this marvel some forty-five hundred years
ago, accustomed as they were to gigantic structures, the
Great Pyramid must have seemed spectacular beyond
anything they had ever seen. Much as those countless
millions before us, in the presence of the pyramids, we
are left dumb with astonishment or muttering inadequate cliches, perhaps also resorting to the usual recourse of statistics by which we try to articulate the inexplicable. And yet, for the Great Pyramid, even that
quantitative effort evokes only the feeling stirred by the
incomprehensible mysteries of the stars, their number
and measure, in the phenomenal scale of light years.
Nevertheless we keep hearing of reading the ritual recitation of the numbers-here only approximated-of the
Great Pyramid's two-and-a-half million blocks of stone,
most of them averaging about two-and-a-half tons each,
some as much as fifteen tons, rising from a seven
hundred and fifty-foot square base to a height of four
hundred and eighty feet, and covering thirteen acres.
You would think that in all this time, everything
that could be said about the Great Pyramid has already
been said; that there remained only shadings, refinements, rearrangements of old information and interpretations, somewhat in the pattern of all that endless flow
of Mona Lisa speculation. Over the millenia, and especially during the past two centuries, students of the
pyramids have discovered a great deal about the

pyramids and the literature on the subject is formidable
indeed. 1 Still, many questions remain unanswered,
perhaps are unanswerable, such as those about the
technology of their construction and even their form.
But it came as something of a surprise to discover that
there are also questions which have not yet been raised.
When invited as a medievalist to contribute a paper
about the pyramid in the Middle Ages, I readily agreedi
since it promised to be a reasonably simple as well as
interesting task. There would be some if not many
studies of the subject where a start might be made. Spot
checking of sources already indicated, and pursuit of
others which came to mind, offered promise of further
insights and views. After all, it seemed only a matter of
filling in the continuity between classical antiquity and
the Renaissance, for both of which there was abundant
information on their views of the pyramids. But it
turned out that I could find no medieval bridge; between antiquity and the Renaissance there lay a vast
chasm, neither modern books dealing with the
pyramids in the Middle Ages nor, so far as I could discover, any references to them in medieval sources. Here
indeed was a new mystery of the pyramids and, apparently, nobody had noticed that during the Middle
Ages the pyramids seemed to have disappeared from
mind and sight. If, in any history, that void has been
noticed I have not yet encountered it. In such histories
as do treat the pyramids, the Middle Ages is present
only by elision, and the implication that their renown
had somehow simply continued without interruption,
by way of an undescribed medieval transmission.
Enigmatic as it may appear at first, the apparent
disappearance of the pyramids from the Middle Ages
becomes even more curious against the background of
their world fame for the half-millenium B.C. and the
first century of the Christian era. To every literate Greek
and Roman of the time, the pyramids of Egypt were
common knowledge, not least from familiarity with the
much admired "History" by Herod9tus. 2 His account of
the three principal pyramids, and several others as well,
carried eye-witness authority since he had visited Egypt
c.460 B.C., but it was also one of the most detailed and
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fascinatin g accounts of antiquity. At the other end of
this p riod, well into the first century A.D., we have th
te tim ny f the Roman Pliny, mnivorou read rand
b er r, wh t 11 a a matt r of course that the fam f
the pyra mid "r ach d ev ry part f th world." 3 A
g n rati n rli r, Di doru , a Sicilian Gr k who li d
in th tim
f Juliu Ca ar and Augu tus, and kn w
Egypt fr m
oj urn f thr years th re (60-57 B. .),
affords p r nal witn ss to the emotional impact of th
pyramids on even the most sophisticated of travelers
and tourists in antiquity. 4 They beheld the pyramids
"with wonder and astonishment," marveling at "the
immensity of their structures and the skill of their execution." The three-star modem designation of guidebooks
(indicates "worth a journey") would not have served
the special ultra-stellar category which antiquity reserved for the pyramids. They were, as Diodorus reminds us, "numbered among the Seven Wonders of the
World." By most ancient reckoning, the pyramids
ranked first in the different compilations, 5 ahead of such
wonders as the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Phidian statue of Zeus at Olympia, the Colossos of Rhodes,
the Pharos of Alexandria, and the vast Temple of Artemis at Ephesus.
To judge by medieval compilations of the Seven
Wonders of the World, there was a total eclipse of the
pyramids during the Middle Ages. They are.not merely
removed from the head of the lists; they are removed
entirely. Among the earliest Christian writers to record a
list of wonders, Bishop Gregory of Tours gives first
place to Noah's Ark. 6 His motive could not be explained
as simply that of substituting Christian for pagan
monuments (although he does that to an extent) since
he also retains Babylon, the Colossus of Rhodes, and
other pagan examples. The choice of monuments may
vary among medieval compilers but even so, in the lists
which I have found so far, they are consistent in
excluding the pyramids. Thus, in another medieval
compilation of the Seven Wonders of the World 7 (which
survives in some sixteen copies, ranging from the tenth
to the fifteenth century and is thus an indicative crosssection of the Middle Ages), the same holds true. Those
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lists give first place to the Capitol in Rome and end with
the Temple of Diana at Ephesu - but the pyramid are
not t b found am ng the e en Wond r . Here was a
my t ry to b in
tigat d furth r.
Th Early Fath r of th
hurch , Ante-Nicen , and
P t-Nic n , it
m d t m , aff rd d va t quantity
and r n
f mat rial am n which th r might b
m nti n f di u i n f th pyramid inc th
writing dat
clo in tim t th p riod wh n th m mory and fame of the pyramid were still relatively recent
and very much alive. But a conscientious effort, short
only of the unlikely task of reading every volume entirely, yielded not a single mention of the pyramids. If,
somewhere among these books there may yet be that
evasive allusion, others may find it. But it is significant
and consistent that the subject should so soon have become so thoroughly obscured from reasonable efforts at
discovery.
Still not convinced that the pyramids were not even
mentioned in the medieval sources, I decided on one
resort that could not fail to give decisive indications one
way or another, namely the medieval encyclopedias. Of
those, I chose two of the most famous and basic works
which complemented each other; one, for its universal
currency in the Middle Ages, the other for its critical
additions absent from the first. Both did, in fact, yield
mention of the pyramids and even some comments, but
while these citations turned out to be the exceptions,
they were also exceptions that proved the rule. Far from
opening up any discovery of medieval views of the
pyramids, both ources seem to me to mark a vestigial
survival, terminal traces of the pyramids' existence in
the Middle Ages.
The first of these encyclopedias, the Etymologies, by
the early seventh century Bishop Isidore of Seville, 8 is a
colorless collection of information on all subjects. It
mentions the pyramids under two different headings.
Under mathematics, he describes the pyramid summarily, as a geometrical figure; our pyramids to tum up,
however, in his section on architecture under the subheading of "Sepulchers." 9 Here he mentions the
pyramids as a type of sepulcher, found among the
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Egyptians and serving as a burial place for powerful
persons among the ancients. 10 He also says that the
word "pyramid" derives from the Greek "pyr" for fire,
since, like fire, pyramid rise from a wide base and come
to a point at the top.
The c nd encyclopedia, a ninth century w rk by
the ar lingian Bi hop Hrabanus Mauru of Fulda, entitled "Concerning the Universe," has three interesting
aspect . 11 To a considerable extent he takes over Isidore's materials verbatim, although with omissions. Secondly, it was not as a merely plagiarized repetition of
Isidore, but as a point of departure for Hrabanus's original contribution, namely the Christian interpretation of
that knowledge which Isidore had given in such a
matter-of-fact way. Thirdly, Hrabanus, in principle, also
omits things not mentioned in Scripture, notably classical and other pagan antiquities. Thus we are not only
agreeably surprised to find that he does include the
word "pyramid" together with Isidore's "definition" in
its entirety, but here, at last, we might expect to find the
first and only explanation of the meaning of the
pyramids to a Christian thinker, and an authoritative
one at that. Indeed, Hrabanus goes on at length to discuss interpretations under the heading of the subject
"pyramid" and, in his typical fashion, includes citations
from the Old and New Testaments to support and illustrate his exposition. Despite the elaborate interpretations, our hopes for light on medieval views of the
pyramids from Hrabanus comes to nothing. In all of his
discussion, leaving aside his repetition of Isidore, the
word "pyramid" never appears. Clearly, from the context, "pyramid" to Hrabanus is simply another word for
"tomb" or "sepulcher"; obviously he has not been able
to find the word "pyramid" in the Bible or he would
surely have referred to it. Furthermore, he not only
avoids mention of the pyramids in his interpretations
but never mentions Egypt either. As for the interpretations, we are left with the hope that even with the limitations mentioned, Hrabanus' s reading of the meaning
of those tombs and sepulchers might suggest, if only
circumstantially, an opening for the question of the
pyramids. But not even this prospect is served, for his
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interpretations simply cancel out.
Here are some of the typical excerpts from
Hrabanus' s Christian exposition under the Isidorean
heading of "pyramids." From the Psalms he moralizes
that sepulchers signify the fools and the stupid who
must perish alike, "their tombs are their houses
forever." 12 They also suggest the hypocritical preoccupation of the scribes and Pharisees with the beautification of their tombs, as in the Gospel of St. Matthew: "for
you are like white-washed tombs, which outwardly appear beautiful, but within are full of dead men's bones
and all uncleanliness. So you also outwardly appear
righteous to men but within are full of hypocrisy and
iniquity." 13 Those tombs and sepulchers are further associated with the deep pits of deception, heretics, the
Antichrist, and damnation. Tempting as it might be to
leave well enough alone and seize these citations as
plausibly applicable, admittedly indirectly, to medieval
censorship of the pyramids as sepulchers, for their sinister meaning, Hrabanus turns us back to the starting
point of our quest. These same sepulchers, he tells us,
sometimes have good meanings, and cites as many
biblical references for the positive interpretation as he
had for the negative. Among them, sepulchers and
graves are shown to signify the contemplative life,
shielding from the cares of the flesh of this world, but
most important, in their allusion to the death and resurrection of Christ. Hrabanus takes the prophecy of
Isaiah, "and the Gentiles will come to pay their homage
where he rests in glory" to mean the tomb of Christ and
the promise of His resurrection. 14
The first and only direct reference that I have encountered which impugns the pyramids of Egypt is not
from any Christian source but from the pagan Roman
Pliny. With more than a hint of tedium, he introduces
the subject: "In Egypt too, are the pyramids, which
must be mentioned, if only cursorily." And, with the
very next sentence he qualifies as the first, perhaps the
only, iconoclast and skeptic of the glory of the pyramids;
"They rank as a superfluous and foolish display of
wealth," by which the kings might' "avoid providing
funds for their successors or for rivals," or just "to keep
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the common folk occupied. " 15 His condemnation of the
Pharaohs for "much vanity in regard to such enterprises" would have done credit to a St. Bernard.
Pliny i s not oblivious to the wonders of th
pyramids for th ir ize and th aw some techn 1 gy f
their c n truction but eschew th ir pronouncem nt a
wonder of th world. With nice irony, h g
rather, to d scribe a "the la t and gr at t f th
wonder which forbids u to marvel at the wealth f
kings is that the smallest but most greatly admired of
these Pyramids" the one "built by Rhodopis, a mere
prostitute." 1 6 He notes the traditional claim that
Rhodopis was a fellow-slave and concubine of the
fabulist Aesop, adding that "our amazement is all the
greater 'When we reflect that such wealth was acquired
through prostitution."
No doubt in Pliny's deprecation of the pyramids
there is something of the impatience of a person of formidable efficiency and practicality, which he was, but
his views no doubt reflect at least one sector of opinion
among his fellow Romans of the time.
The three great pyramids, Pliny notes, "are of
course visible to travelers approaching the river (Nile)
from any direction." They continued to be seen by native Egyptian Christians and to Christian travelers from
abroad during the centuries before the Islamic conquest
of Egypt toward the middle of the seventh century
brought progressive suppression upon the Copts of
Egypt, and Christian travelers from Europe. 17 But if
European Christians were no longer seeing the
pyramids, they could hardly have failed to continue
hearing and reading about them from classical sources
which remained available. The Christians of the Middle
Ages had certainly not become blind or deaf. They were
"looking" elsewhere, "seeing" other things, "listening"
to other voices. The modern expression, "you see what
you want to see; you hear what's in your own head,"
could as well have been said in the Middle Ages,
perhaps in a sermon, paraphrasing Isaiah. 18
In a sense, it is true that they were no longer
"looking," at least not in the Greco-Roman sense. What
mattered was the higher truth and reality of Christian
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faith and that had been given in Scripture; it was there
that they look d, and beyond that th realities to which
this God-given w rk directed them. Imbued with
Juda -Chri tian
getic m th d f r th attainm nt f
human kn wl dg and und r tanding fr m wh t i
writt n in th Bibl , 1 arnin in th Middl A
wa
ntially d v 1 p d r und th tudy and pl r ti n
f w rd . I id r f
vill , f r hi ncycl p dia , w
not c nc rn d with verificati n f inf rmati n fr m bservation, but with words, and his m thod was the exposition of all human knowledge through the etymology of words. Hence the name of his encyclopedia,
called the "Etymologies" or, sometimes, the "Origins."
Hence, too, was Hrabanus's adoption of Isidore's
etymologies as the basis for Christian interpretations,
titled "Concerning the Universe," Hrabanus's encyclopedia was also known as "The Origin of Things." For
both authors, as noted earlier, discussion of pyramids
began with its alleged derivation from the Greek for fire,
from which the shape of the pyramids was then
explained. The process is interesting in that such
etymological methods could explain one circumstance in
the disappearance of the pyramids from the Middle
Ages, the Isidorean exception notwithstanding.
Already a century earlier for Gregory of Tours, not
only the name "pyramid" had been lost, but together
with it the very identification of the Egyptian pyramids
to whose actual existence he unwittingly refers. On the
banks of the Nile, Gregory writes, 19 is a city "in which
Joseph built wonderful granaries of squared tone and
rubble ... wide at the base and narr w at the top, in
order that wheat might be cast into th m through a tiny
opening, and these granaries ar to be een at the
present day." That Gregory's "granaries" are the
pyramids is not to be doubted. What happened was that
in an etymological preoccupation and shuffle , some
writers were following the supposed derivation from
pyr, for "fire," others the Greek pyros, variously translated as "wheat," "grain," "wheaten cake," and "granary." Perhaps the pyramids reminded people of a
known type of cake and, perhaps too, that name (pyros)
sounded in some ways like the less familiar Egyptian
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name for the monuments, and in popular parlance the
nickname "wheat cake" or such, became current. 2 0 We
know the phenomenon well from such nicknames for
public building , such a " ugar bowl" for an athletic
tadium. Appar ntly nothing i known about those
Gr k nd R man cak but ther must have been ju t
f fill d pa try con idering the
uch pyramidal typ
f b i hapes, as th r still are
ibiliti
limit d p
today. The Jewi h f a t of Purim calls for two such
pyramidal forms, the kreplech (meat-filled dough), and
hamantaschen (baked pastry filled with poppy seeds).
The feast commemorates salvation of the Jews in the
reign of Ahasuerus (Xerxes) although the Book of
Esther, which contains the story, is thought to date
c.130 B.C. Just when the pyramidal cakes for Purim
came to be part of the festival is unknown. 21 However
the antiquity of the feast invites irresistible speculation
as to the possibility that the Purim celebration which
Jews are enjoined to hold "without fail ... throughout
every genera ti on, in every family, province, and
city ... ," 22 may also have included such pyramidal
cakes, and that the Greek "wheat cakes" may be inferred from such types. With Gregory of Tours, however,
the etymological shift from "fire" to "granary" for the
pyramids suggests that while Christians could not help
but see the monuments, they thought that what they
saw were the granaries of Joseph. Now no longer the
tombs of the Egyptian Pharaohs, the pyramids, as
granaries of the Israelite Joseph, had become "wonderful" Chri tian sights. This was not only for the short
decade s after Gregory, to the Muslim conquest of
Egypt, for his statement may be taken to reflect an antecedent tradition which he notes as a matter of course.
There were other, more general reasons in Christian thought which must have threatened and obscured
the fame of the pyramids. That same Bishop Gregory of
Tours, at the beginning of a treatise on the use of astronomy for the calendar of church offices, lists the
Seven Wonders of the World from which, as mentioned
earlier, 23 the pyramids were eliminated and Noah's Ark
given first place. But he lists them only as a foil for
superseding all of them. Even these wonders, he says,
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since they "were fashioned by the hands of men," are
"consequently perishable." On the other hand, Gregory
continues, "there are others, which destruction cannot
touch: these are the Wonders which God himself has
given to the world. They are seven also." The Seven
Christian Wonder of the World follow: "the fir t of all
b ing the daily movement of the ocean sea," th n plants
and fruit, the phoenix, Mt. Etna, the Fountain of Grenoble (from which flow fire and water in alternation),
the sun, and finally, the moon. The wonders of man's
works are displaced by the higher, eternal wonders,
those of God's creation. The pyramids, in this instance,
were thereby twice removed from their former preeminence through the process of Christian substitutions,
first by Noah's Ark, and the Ark, in turn, by great ocean
seas.
Not the least of the wonders of the pyramids, for
the pagan world, was their remarkable preservation,
apparently indestructible. "The entire construction is of
hard stone, which is difficult to work, but lasts forever,"
Diodorus the Sicilian writes, 24 and after "no fewer than
a thousand years ... or, as some writers have it, more
than three thousand four hundred, the stones remain to
this day ... the entire structure undecayed." Our
Bishop Gregory would not have been impressed. For
him, even greater works, if by the hand of man, must of
Scriptural necessity, be perishable, even as "all flesh
must be as grass and flowers, for the grass withereth,
the flowers fadeth; but the word of our God shall stand
forever. " 25
Christian aversion to pagan religion and works was
not confined to the arena of pen and "paper." It was
expressed also, in deeds, with practical action against
paganism. Temples and cults were extirpated by effective decrees, prohibitions, and censure; idols, objects,
and paraphernalia that belonged to pagan practices suffered violent destruction. A dramatic instance, recorded
in Acts, tells how St. Paul at Ephesus stirred such intensity of zeal among the neophytes that they gathered all
their books on magical and occult arts, valued at "fifty
thousa nd pieces of silver," and destroyed them in a
public bonfire. 26
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Christianity began to be a very serious threat to the
tourist business with all its commercial ramifications,
since the Seven Wonders of the World were, of course,
foremost touri t attractions. The instance of the immense Temple at Ephesus, a documented case in p int,
was dedicated to the cult of Artemis, "she wh m all
Asia and th world worship," a even the New T tament acknowledges. St. Paul, on his mission at Ephe u
drew such crowds-one estimate puts the number at
twelve thousand people 27-and responses of such fervor, such as the burning of the pagan books, that there
was panic in the thriving Ephesian tourist industry.
Manufacturers of expensive silver shrines with statues
of Artemis, the principal souvenir of the city, swiftly
organized a meeting to block St. Paul and his Christian
propaganda. The well attended meeting ended in a
memorable riot and Paul's hasty retreat from Ephesus,
perhaps the worst experience in all his missions. These
events, rather than any literal meaning, are probably
what St. Paul refers to when he later wrote of how he
"fought with beasts at Ephesus. " 28
Even more interesting is the speech which Demetrius, leader of the silversmiths, addressed to the protest
meeting, for it is preserved in Acts:
"Men, you know that from this business we have our
wealth. And you see and hear, not only at Ephesus
but almost throughout Asia, this Paul has persuaded
and turned away a considerable company of people,
saying that gods made with hands are not gods. And
there is danger not only that this trade of ours may
come into disrepute but also that the temple of the
great goddess Artemis may count for nothing, and
that she may even be deposed from her magnificence,
she whom all Asia and the world worship." 29

This vivid testimony to the events constitutes a rare
document for the practical reality of the threat of Christianity to the Seven Wonders as great tourist landmarks.
But what of the other wonders, particularly the first, the
pyramids?
One of these monuments, the statue of Zeus at
Olympia, most famous of his images in the ancient
world, would obviously have been doomed; it was removed from the temple and subsequently lost from history, the temple burned by decree, early in the fifth

century. The greatest of statues of the chief of Olympian
gods, of cour e had to be bani hed fr m Chri tian Ii t
of world wonder . Other w nd r , uch a the Phar at
f Rh d ,
Alexandria and th Col
offen iv fr m a hri
v ntually d tr y
k pt n m
n v rth 1
that, th pyramid , cular, ind
m Chri tian rej cti n
picuou ly vi ibl , uffered th
from any place among the wonder as had the tatue of
Zeus.
Were the pyramids, then, removed from the lists
because they were pagan? Hardly, since pagan monuments continue to be included. One of the medieval
lists, mentioned earlier, is comprised exclusively of
pagan works. 30 Were the pyramids censored because of
their suspect evocation of Asiatic exoticism, suggestive
of licentiousness to medieval writers? Again, hardly,
since Gregory of Tours assigns second place to "Babylon
with its seven gates and its immense ramparts" among
the Seven Wonders. 31 Or was it because the pyramids
were tombs of mighty pagan rulers, that they were
deemed so reprehensible? This, too could not have been
the reason, for Gregory's list in fact does include a great
pagan tomb, "the tomb of the King of Persia, carved
out of a single amethyst" (the Mausoleum of
Halicarnassus).
What, then, would explain why the pyramids were
banished from the Middle Ages-not just stricken from
the roster of wonders that they had led, but also from
books, surviving barely in tho colorless sentences of
Isidore's Etymologies, and simply repeated by Hrabanus?
Simple oversight would be most unlikely.
Ordinarily, we might expect that medieval writers
would mention the pyramids on either of two grounds,
perhaps a combination of both. Either they could have
taken up the impressive features and statistics of the
pyramids, if only as great curiosities, or they might have
ventured some sort of negative moralizing, along the
lines indicated by Pliny, coupling the matter of the size
of the pyramids with the criticism. Surely the negative
reference to the pyramids would have promised, for
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Christian edification, attractive materials for denunciati ns of pride, materiali m, extravagance, and, specifically, cruelti a ociat d with their history.
H r d tu had giv n not only very detailed statistical nd t chnical information ab ut the pyramid , but
al t Id f th gri v u circum tance f th ir hi tory.
H t 11 h w h p , build r f the Gr at Pyramid, had
at t nibl human co t, that up n ace ion to
f Egypt, he "plunged into all mann r of
thron
wickedness." 32 To accompli h his purpose, Cheops
do ed the temples and forbad sacrifices, and compelled
hundreds of thousands of workers to serve for decades
at harsh labor on this one monument for himself. "It
took ten years' oppression of the people to make the
causeway .... The Pyramid itself was twenty years in
building .... " 33 Including only the time of Cheops and
Chefren, his successor, "the affliction of Egypt endured
for the space of one hundred and six years"; the people
had been "ground down to the lowest point of misery . . . . " 34 In connection with the Pyramid of
Mycerinus, Herodotus records and doubts the story told
to him that it was built for the courtesan Rhodopis. But
then, as always, salacious tales of the great are more apt
to be welcomed and remembered as true. Five hundred
years later the story of the pyramid for the prostitute
was repeated by Pliny as unqualified fact. Although
they could have supported their condemnations of the
Pharaohs with citations from Herodotus, Christian writers may have preferred Scriptural authority which, in
any case, offered more than sufficient accounts of the
afflictions suffered by the slaves in Egypt. Moreover,
and most important for Christian doctrine, it was the
people of Israel who were so afflicted in the biblical
story, rather than the unspecified people in Herodotus,
presumably other Egyptians, not even mentioned as
slaves. Pliny, too, was less apt to be quoted against the
Egyptians on grounds of preference for the Bible as well
as its sufficiency of charges, although his Natural History
was well enough known during the Middle Ages, to
judge by the numerous surviving copies. What is surprising is that medieval writers never seemed to find
occasion to discuss the pyramids even in terms of van-
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itas, or ostentatio, (Pliny's words) which are the very
same in Christian theological categories of vices.
Since medieval commentators were oblivious also
to such ready and appropriate sources for didactic
exploitation of the pyramids, we mu t pursue, further,
the und rlying rea on for the disappearance of the
pyramid from the Middle Ag s. Fru trating a it wa ,
the ffort to account for this mystery ugge ted, to my
way of thinking, that new possibilitie for answers
might come of a dialectical inversion of the form of the
basic question. As against the exclusion of the
pyramids, Egypt's most famous monument, medieval
sources are replete with references to Egypt itself.
Therefore, it seemed a possibility that the question of
the pyramids might be illuminated by pursuing the
question of the significance of Egypt for the Middle
Ages, rather than the unyielding search for the literal
subject and word, "pyramid." The new question was,
what might there be in medieval views of Egypt that
might explain the silence surrounding the pyramids? As
it turns out, I find that in the answer to this question
was embedded also the resolution of our mystery of the
pyramids.
The primary source for authoritative Christian
knowledge and understanding of Egypt was to be found
in Exodus, the second book of the Bible. This was not
only because the Bible was Holy Scripture, but especially because the preponderance of the account of
events in Egypt in Exodus, is given in the words of
Jehovah as literal quotations. From and around this,
further exposition by the Prophets, theologians, and
writers crystallized the essentials of the medieval Christian concept of Egypt, and thence, unfolded basic
theological formulations. For them, as for the Prophets,
in those depths beyond the fascination of the narrative
in Exodus, fundamental Christian meaning was to be
read in the story of Moses, Israel in bondage, the
plagues and signs and wonders, the Red Sea, and the
destruction of the Egyptian army. Moreover, on the
highest levels of the concept of the world mission of
Christianity, Exodus documented di~ine confirmation
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of the covenant of the God of Israel through Moses, the
divine commandments and law, and the institution of
the central ritual of the synagogue. Over and over again,
Jehovah declares and explains the spiritual mi sion of
Israel, which may be epitomized in one of the many and
lengthy declarations: "You have seen what I did to th
Egyptians . . . if you will obey my voice and keep my
covenant, you shall be my own po se ion among all
peoples; for all the earth is mine, and you shall be to me
a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. These are the
words which you shall speak to the children of Israel. " 35
For Christianity, the complement and fulfillment "of all
that was written" in the Old Testament was given in
Christ and through Hirn, in the New Testament, the
new covenant.
In the light of the extensive saga of Egypt, told in
Exodus, the omission of any words of the pyramids
should not have been surprising after all. Even if the
Israelites may not have been slaves in Egypt for exactly
four hundred and thirty years, 36 the figure that the
Middle Ages took as infallible truth, the afflictions and
bitter sufferings of Israelites were such as to stir the God
of Heaven to intercede for their rescue, with an extraordinary panoply of wonders. If not always in detail, then
in kind, Israel's bondage in Pharaonic Egypt suggests
comparison with the fate of the Jews in German concentration camps of our own times. The Pharaoh's decree that when a child was born to an Israelite, "if it be a
son . . . kill him," 37 was a program of genocide except
that instead of gas chambers, the Pharaoh's further
command specified that "Every son that is born to the
Hebrews you shall cast into the Nile." 38 Such was the
extreme cruelty of the Egyptian taskmasters toward the
Hebrew slaves, as to have provoked Moses to commit
murder, killing a taskmaster. This signal detail is to be
read for its meaning as a biblical type, signifying the
extremities of Egyptian cruelty. If only from centuries of
familiarity with the huge Egyptian constructions (the
work of their own slavery), the Israelites may have become inured to Egyptian monuments, and not inclined
to treasure their memory as a touristic feature. Even
whole cities w hich they were forced to build are forgot-
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ten but for two ("and they built for Pharaoh store cities,
Pithorn and Ram e "), 39 mentioned nly a incidental to
new punitive hard hip imp
d n them. A typical
human reacti n t anal g u d pth of painful
rn m ri may b f und in a curr nt aut biography in
which th auth r writ that it i nly n w , aft r f rty
y ar , that h c uld
n b gin t p ak f hi lif in
Dachau and Buch nwald. 40 Aft r f rty y ar in th d s rt, sine er ing th R d S a, I ra 1 r m rnb red n t
the monuments to their anguish. Exodus, the prime and
original Christian story of Egypt, is the first major account of an Egypt sans pyramids, for the Middle Ages.
The omission from the Book of Exodus would also
account for the absence of the pyramids, or any recognizable allusion to them, anywhere in the Bible. The
Bible, as the Word of God, constituted "a communication not idly uttered," 41 and all the more so when, as in
Exodus, God is the principal actor and spokesman, author and witness. As a corollary, omission from Scripture could no more be considered "idly" determined
than "commission." Moreover, it was taken that each
part of the Bible was integral with the weave of the
whole, and the whole immanent in each part. Past,
present, and future were there, predetermined and one,
for in the Christian view, the "wonderful" and sacred
"ordered words which flow through Divine Scriptures
... describe the past without falsehood ... show the
present as more than it seems ... (and) report the future as if it had already been completed." 42 It would
have been inconceivable to ascribe to that omniscient
Deity the trivial fallibility of forgetful lapse, much less
failure, in the "omission" of such an obvious landmark
as the pyramids of Egypt. Nor would those "holy men,"
the instruments of God's authorship of the Bible, nor
the scribes who made the copies, have ventured such
presumption as to insert the pyramids as an addendum or
corrigendum.
The portrayal of Egypt in Exodus did not, of itself,
account for the fate of the pyramids for the Middle
Ages, although it was nevertheless foreordained by
Exodus. What was still required was the consolidation
of the Christian readings of the Exodus, before the fu-
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ture of the pyramids was finally foreclosed. For Chri tian faith and doctrine, insofar as it was concerned with
knowledg and und r tanding of Egypt, there were
thr e ntial . Fir t, knowl dge f Exodus; econdly,
und r t nding f what th Old Testam nt Pr ph t had
aid and f r t ld c nc ming Egypt; la tly, interpretati n f th fulfillm nt f th pr ph cie in Chri t and in
th N w T tam nt. In critical re pect th Prophets
reached b y nd Exodu with r gard to Egypt, although
always in consonance with Exodus. Theirs was an inspired distillation out of the episodic narrative intermingled with Exodus and its declarations of fundamentals of Hebrew faith. Thus, the Prophets singled out for
their most intense and passionate vociferation God's
punishment of the "abominations" of Egypt. To be sure,
the punishment of Egypt in Exodus itself, is already
such as was never visited upon any other heathen nation of the Bible. But the Prophets fulminate against
Egypt as if empowered by that same God of Exodus, to
take up His cudgels for a renewed devastation of
plagues, pestilence, and execrations upon Egypt. With
graphic and comprehensive detail, they expatiate upon
those already terrible disasters of Exodus. Not even the
punishment of Sodom and Gomorrah, destroyed by
brimstone and fire from heaven, even approaches such
castigation. Sodom, usually coupled with Egypt as a
warning, 43 at least "was overthrown in a moment." 44
But when the Prophets take up the Egyptian theme, it
becomes both concentrated and enlarged to the proportions of an apocalyptic saga of persevering retribution. 45
Ezekiel, to take one example (although much the
same could be said for Isaiah), in God's words, heard in
a mystical revelation, and in a torrential stream of three
whole chapters, pronounces and reiterates with variations, the particulars of Egypt's abominations and
hellish punishments, seemingly interminable but for
their final and utter totality. 46 Even the briefest excerpts
will suffice to suggest the tenor and scope of this
prophecy of "the day of Egypt's doom": "her foundations (will) be torn down ... and she shall be desolated
in the midst of desolated countries, and her cities shall
be in the midst of cities that are laid waste ... and I will
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dry up the Nile ... destroy the idols and put an end to
the images, in Memphis ... there shall no longer be a
prince in the land of Egypt ... the land and everything
in it (desolated)." Thus will the Lord "execute acts of
judgment upon Egypt." 47 These are th themes and
uch are th words which are cited throughout the
writing of the Church Fath rs. With what v r amplification, turn , and changes, th y draw upon the
Prophets. This was simply not because of the appeal of
dramatic force of the prophecies, or convenience of
other kind, but for the theological conviction that the
New Testament proved the vindication of the Prophets.
For our purposes, citations from the Church Fathers
would become redundant. As one of the Fathers
writes, 48 "for concerning the abominations of Egypt
there is no need even to speak, as they are before the
eyes of all," but continues with a long recitation of
details.
Because of the pivotal significance of Exodus for
Israel in history that pagan Egypt provided, the prime
exemplum in a fundamental antithesis between the
People of God and the heathen nations of the world;
Egypt's "abominations" symbolic of idolatry, Egypt's
punishment, the most extreme exemplum of Divine
judgment and retribution. And so obviously it served
also for the Christian Middle Ages.
However, for the Church Fathers, there was also
another task, new and critical for complete vindication
of the faith and its exclusive claim. They undertook to
demonstrate, by parable, allegory, and exegesis, all the
possible readings that demonstrated how the new dispensation was the fulfillment of the old, in harmonious
accordance and consonant with the Prophets. To this
end, the sharpened focus on the Exodus theme by the
Prophets afforded for exegetic service, the central Old
Testament allegory of salvation. This was not the more
familiar type of salvation which the primitive church
propounded in personal form, through the instance of
Old Testament individuals, citing Noah, Jonah, and
Daniel, but of peoples and nations, as well as classes
and types, of the godly against the ungodly, the chosen
as against the damned. Out of myriad colorful
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narratives and details medieval churchmen had distilled
the essence of the moral of Old Testament Egypt as a
black and white contrast with didactic simplicity.
Egypt of that imagery was "a darkness to be felt"; 49
in the New Testament the new dispensation is irradiated with images and metaphors of light and whiteness, Christ, "the light of the world" and "the way of
truth," "made known to all nations." 5 0 Moses, exemplar of the meaning of Exodus, and Elijah for the
prophecy of the fulfillment, are the sole witnesses of the
most illuminating theophany of the New Testament; it
was they who beheld "the face that shone like the
sun," 51 the transfiguration of Christ.
Egypt was also the emblem of the corruptible material world, and of the godless, as St. Augustine tells us;
"since it is said to mean affliction, . . . or one who oppresses, it is often used as an emblem of this world from
which we must spiritually withdraw, that we may not
bear the yoke with unbelievers." 52 Exodus was also read
as the epitome of the struggle between life of the flesh
and of the spirit. In the formulation by Gregory of Nyssa
the theme is expressed as a warning that "we cannot be
rid of Egyptian bondage, unless we leave Egypt, that is,
the life that lies under water, and pass, not that Red Sea,
but this black and gloomy sea of life." 53 To those "ungodly men" who turned the grace of (.our Lord Jesus
Christ) into lasciviousness, and denying (Him)," the
Apostle Jude puts them "in remembrance" of "how that
Lord, having saved the people out of the land of Egypt,
afterward destroyed them that believed not." 54
Beyond even such essential allegory and metaphor,
the quintessential doctrine for Christianity, the unity of
Old and New Testament as the whole of God's Word,
was understood in the significance of Exodus. That doctrine was expressed in a single sentence of the Gospel of
St. John in a distillation joining Moses and Christ: "For
the law was given through Moses; grace and truth came
through Jesus Christ." 55
The final tum in the consolidation of the Christian
allegory, for its universal service in medieval didactic
exposition and demonstration, was the interpretation of
the particulars, of the events in the story of Egypt as
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prefigurations of critical Christological events. The exegetes established links that held throughout the Middl
Ages. Thus, both baptism, th initial Chri tian sacrament instituted with Chri t, and, at th th r nd of th
history, the resurr cti n f Chri t, Hi triumph ov r
death and th pro f f i divinity, w r t b r ad in
the d struction f Egypt. Thi typ l gy wa y t mati cally d veloped and propound d by th churchm n.
St. Ambrose, for instance, explain to the bishops, in a
letter concerning the celebration of Easter: 56
"On the day of the Resurrection there is a joy of re-

freshment and happiness, for it appears that the
people left Egypt on that day, after the first-born of the
Egyptians had been slain. The day of the Resurrection
is that on which the people departing from Egypt were
baptized in the sea and in the cloud, as the Apostle
says (1Cor.10:2-4) and overcame death ."

These and other parallels, typical of textual method
throughout the Middle Ages, may be followed in art as
well. Much as craft and creative gifts are fundamental
ingredients of outstanding works, so too, for the Middle
Ages did exegetic method contribute that sophisticated
iconographic richness for which the greatest of medieval
works of art are celebrated. Among the finest, the Kloster n e u burg altar by Nicholas of Verdun, dated
A.D. 1181, may be mentioned for his treatment of the
Egyptian typology. 57 The work is composed in three
parallel horizontal tiers, each with a series of the main
episodes of the Old and New Testaments in chronological sequence. The pivotal middle series of the life of
Christ is headed with the inscription: SUB GRATIA
(under Grace); aligned above are matching scenes from
the Old Testament, inscribed: ANTE LEGEM (before the
Law of Moses); below, Old Testament subjects inscribed: SUB LEGE (after the Law). Three of the sets in
this program of typological triplets are Egyptological.
The Crossing of the Red Sea is paired with the Baptism
of Christ (the Great Font in the Temple of Solomon is
the third subject); as the final scene, the Slaying of the
First-Born of Egypt, is paired with Christ Overcoming
Death, represented by the Anastasis, breaking down the
Gates of Hell to free Adam and Eve-a subject understandably serving the idea of the Resurrection. Samson
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carrying the gates of Gaza is the third subject of the
Resurrection typology. Nicholas of Verdun includes still
another Exodus typology, the return of Moses to Egypt
to begin hi mi ion in Exodus, to match Christ's Entry
into Jeru alem, th beginning of His Passion, and to
com pl et thi group, the Israelites celebrating the
v r.
Pa
Th Gosp I tory of the flight of the Holy Family
into Egypt to escape Herod's threat of death to the
Christ child, and the report that they stayed in Egypt for
three (some sources say seven) years, may seem inconsistent with the devastation of Egypt described in
Exodus. But the Gospels as well as the commentators
again find their Scriptural explanation not in Exodus,
but in the words of the Prophets. Thus, St. Matthew
interprets the narrative of the flight into Egypt through
the words, "as to fulfill what the Lord had spoken by
the prophet. 'Out of Egypt have I called my son' (Hos.
11:1)." 58 The events of the flight were also seen as the
time of fulfillment of the prophecy of the destruction of
all the idols in Egypt. 59 While medieval accounts in the
Apocrypha, the Golden Legend, and others, tell of
miracles that happened and were also performed by
Christ during the flight and sojourn in Egypt, the fall of
the idols in Egypt is the most universal in the texts, and
the predominant choice of medieval artists. Thus, the
flight of the Holy Family into Egypt and their sojourn
there inspired still further interpretations of the Egyptian themes, linking Pharaoh's drowning of the firstborn males of Israel with Herod's massacre of the innocents; the falling of the idols in Egypt upon the arrival of
Christ with the destruction of Egypt's idols prophesied
by Ezekiel; and Christ's return out of Egypt with the
return of Moses to Egypt.
Far from forgotten, the memory of Egypt-of the
Pharaohs-was indelibly etched in the consciousness of
the Christian Middle Ages. It was a name that aroused
in the Prophets those inspired sallies in which medieval
interpreters so readily saw patent adumbrations of the
coming of Christ, his mission, sacrifice, resurrection,
and the promise of salvation for mankind. But Egypt
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was also remembered as would a memento mori, a warning and an anathema-in short, as the paradigm of sinful nations, and of the terrible retribution of the idolatrous and the godless. Historic Egypt of Exodus was,
paradoxically, less a subject of historic interest for the
Middle Ages, since events for Christian interpretation
were but the surface of meaning, than a theme and a
type, an abstraction, which had its own transcendent
reality and significance.
In that context, the megalithic and awesome material reality of the pyramids, their universal celebrity, and
seeming indestructibility might, theoretically, have been
moralized in ominous parables. Pliny had noted serviceable reasons, if without the parables. But the
pyramids presented no such problem in the first place,
for the pyramids had already been drummed out of the
Middle Ages by the agency of the Old Testament law of
omission. According to this law, what was not put down
was intended for omission and, preferably, to be forgotten. For Israel, the cloud of hated memories had already
obscured the monuments of Egypt. We forget that the
damnatio memoriae was a recognized official formula of
state in antiquity, not only Roman but also Egyptian.
The formal obliteration of the offender entailed eradication of the name from writing and inscriptions, and also
destruction of monuments of, by, or for that person.
Egyptian slave laborers who suffered oppression and
afflictions in the building of the pyramids of Cheops and
Chefren: "so much do the people hate the memory of
these two kings that they do not greatly wish to name
them"-so wrote Herodotus from what he heard in
Egypt, about two thousand years after the time of those
rulers. 60 The Old Testament books and prophetic writings were formed and successively reshaped and composed precisely during the period of Egypt's flourishing
existence estimated to span the range from the Middle
Kingdom to the Late Period.
Whether or not Old Testament authors, the "holy
men" who were the intermediaries of God's authorship,
were ever aware that the pyramids were not mentioned
in Exodus is less important-a futile question in any
case-than the fact that they did know every word that
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was there. Th e two are not the same thing. The former
implies a kind of concern which would have been totally
irrelevant to the Hebrew concept of the study of Scripture, which was certainly not that of "editing" for corrections, additions, and deletions. It was critical to the
central precept of Judaism, but also mandatory that not
one word be tampered with, for every word was sacr d
and significant. The same attitudes and values, for the
same reasons, of course, governed the Christian tradition for the whole Testament. 6t
The eclipse of the pyramids, however, is not to be
interpreted as an exclusion directed pointedly at this
single monumental complex, but as a factor of 'the enshrouding of Egypt in the symbolic meanings which
Christian interpreters had affixed to the name, on the
authority of the Prophets. Through that darkness, not
even the pyramids were to be seen. What was seen in
the message of Egypt was the prophecy of Christianity.
Christian typological parallels, while enhancing and
validating the authority of the New Testament as fulfillment of the Old, simply interposed one more layer of
clouds over Egypt in general-the darkness over ancient
Egypt was ever more deepened for the Middle Ages.
The Great Pyramid of Egypt, first of the Seven Wonders
of the World, indestructible monument to the glory of
ancient Egypt and the pride of its Pharaoh Cheops, was
obliterated from literal and spiritual sight in the Middle
Ages by that very law in which Christianity itself was
rooted, the Old Testament. There, the Great Pyramid
had not only been condemned to oblivion by the Godgiven damnatio memoriae which Exodus implies, but also,
I believe, foreordained from the beginning, in Genesis.
The salvation of the righteous, Lot, his wife, and
daughters from the total destruction of Sodom reveals
many relevant parallels for Exodus but most significant
of these is the fate of Lot's wife. Against God's injunction, " do not look back," "she looked back and became
a pillar of salt." That brief statement, with no elaboration in Genesis, must have been a message well understood. Sodom , as the visible city of wickedness, was to
be looked up on no more; the name as symbolic of
wickedness was all. With all the reasons for the destruc-
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tion of Egypt, foremost was its sinful idolatry. God' s
anathema on Egypt was the damnatio of its material existence, its monuments above all. But the name Egypt,
like Sodom, was an eternal symb lie r minder of th
rest. The clip of the pyramid w but n of th
hadows in th darkn
ver Egypt. It wa a jf it wa
understo d, in the Middl Ag , that G d' injunction
against the harlot of Egypt, which H d clar d t th
prophet, the Great Pyramid could as well be read:
"you shall not lift up your eyes to [the Pyramids] of
Egypt or remember them any more." 62
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And wh n th rul r died , they buried th m
th r . Th nth y built a pyramid over th m ... very
Jar , ju t lik mountain .... lt i unb lievabl wh n
id th y ar mad by hand , but giant till lived
it i
th r th n .... "
Fray B rdardino de Sahagun
Florentine Codex, Book 10
(Dibble and Anderson translation)
•

••

When one thinks of pre-Columbian civilization, the
first thing that comes to mind are those mammoth
pyramidal structures marking the vestiges of great times
in the past. But unlike the plain geometric Egyptian
structure which is what most of us think of when the
term "pyramid" is mentioned, the Mesoamerican versions (in what is now Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, and El Salvador) come in all shapes and sizes; the
biggest measure more that 200 meters on a side, the
smallest, less than two. Some are bold and undecorated,
others consist of elegant and intricately decorated units
adorned with deep niches. Still others are round, as at
Cuicuilco in the Valley of Mexico. Most were built by the
gradual accretion of onion-skin like layers over the
course of long periods until they reached truly gargantuan proportions like the great pyramid at Cholula in
the Valley of Puebla. The majority are quadrangular in
shape; a few are four-sided with rounded corners as at
Tancah in Quintana Roo and at Izamal in Yucatan, the
latter serving as the base of the largest convent in the
region. While some are coupled together as twin
pyramids, most are conspicuous, free-standing monuments. When considered as a group, Mesoamerican
pyramids were made in a seemingly infinite variety of
forms which are as distinctive of a particular subarea or
time as is the architecture of our own tradition.
Generally massive structures, Mesoamerica n
pyramids are most often stepped and four-sided. Most
of these impressive constructions originally supported
small superstructures with a single doorway facing the
access stairway. When the Spanish first confronted

Mesoamerican culture in the early sixteenth century, it
was the worship of idols contained inside these small
high chambers that excited their missionary zeal. For the
Spaniards, the temple pyramid builders of Mesoamerica
clearly worshipped false gods. But religion was only
part and not necessarily the major concern of the Conquistador . They saw religion as temporal power a
well. Claiming Me oam rica as their own, th Spaniards
set out to destroy its symbols of alien cults and their
attendant power; it was as if the Mesoamerican cults
had replaced the infidel one Spain had just successfully
repulsed from its own soil. The dominant image of
pagan practice and power were temple pyramids and
particularly the prominent supporting pyramidal
shapes. So large are many of these structures that the
Spanish did not succeed in dismantling all of them and
many of those they did take apart served as bases of
their churches, physically transforming pagan stone for
Christian use; and those that were located in areas unknown to the conquerors survive more or less intact to
this day, subject to the modern day looting of the
flourishing art market.
That the Spanish saw the temple pyramids they
found as the seat of worship and awesome power reflects a reality. These impressive buildings were just
that. Only when a temple pyramid was taken was the
polity it represented truly conquered. Mexican manuscript painting shows the symbol for conquest as the
taking and burning of a temple pyramid, a direct reference to the relationship between temple pyramid and
state. For the Mesoamerican s, the temple pyramid was
equivalent to the radio-televisio n station which is the
goal of capture of modem coup d' eta ts.
The following essay focuses on the pyramid as a
symbol of pre-Columbian worship in the area of the
western hemisphere we now call Mesoamerica. In so
doing, it is important to bear in mind that for all their
mass we are merely zeroing in on a very small aspect of
Mesoamerican culture and that the pyramids give only a
glimpse of their archaeological history. The bulk of cultural remains, not to mention their even more inaccessible meanings, are literally hidden from view. The
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persistence of pyramids may indicate nothing more than
that they are less perishable than other products of the
pre-Columbian past and represent relative durability.
N verthel s , the enduring monumentality i in it lf a
fact r n t unr lated to ancient valu . But we mu t b
wary f making t
much of what pr rv b t. Inde d, th ob e i n with pyramid on th part f arly
xplor r of Me oamerican sites ha led to kew d interpretation of the past, what archaeologists today call
"the pyramid syndrome": the view of ancient
Mesoamerican peoples as obsessed with religious cults,
filling their days with building and worshipping the
great pyramids, as might be depicted in a (' ~cil B.
DeMille spectacular film epic. Today, we have a more
complete view of the hidden portion of many pyramidbearing archaeological sites so that we can begin to reconstruct the lives and values of these people. A picture
is emerging: they were very much concerned with
economics , politics, and social status; they were fervently engaged in petty and grand warfare, minor and
major quarrels over land, and negotiating favorable
trade agreements for such mundane goods as cotton
cloth and salt. The more we learn about the ancient
Americans, the less they conform to an exotic stereotype
and the more distressingly or comfortingly like us they
become.
Despite the commonality of their humanity, they
were also different from us and it is that difference
which is most apparent in a consideration of their religion and its persuasive power over the affairs of men.
The Shape of Sacred Mountains
The Mesoamerican pyramid is quite simply and incontrovertibly a man-made mountain, an architectural
replication of a natural shape. Although it almost always
supported a small temple of stone or perishable material, the dominating shape is that of its pyramidal base.
The major temple pyramids represent differing stages
and region s of Mesoamerican civilization. Nevertheless,
it is possible to see the general logic of how, and in some
cases why, they were made to look like mountains; in
certain instances, we may even catch a glimpse of the
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La Venta
Perhaps the most intriguing pyramid in
Mesoamerica is one of the earliest, if not the earliest.
Looming over the absolutely flat coastal plain facing the
Gulf of Mexico, the La Venta pyramid was built between
800 and 700 B.C. on a small island in the Tonala River. It
is the major architectural feature in an extensive ceremonial center of the Olmec Culture, best known for its
enormous, full round sculptures of human heads with
attributes of felines.
The most remarkable a p ct of the La V nta
pyramid is it unique form. N ith r rectangular r
stepped, it is a fluted, flat-topped cone resembling an
enormous upside down cup-cake with ten ridges and
valleys or depressions. 1 The La Ven ta pyramid also
looks like a volcano. Certainly the scale is right; it is
visible for many miles as one approaches the site; and,
in its overgrown condition, only the regularity of its
features belies that it is the result of volcanism in the
region. We know that its builders knew what volcanoes
looked like because they traveled to the Tuxtla Mountains, some seventy kilometers to the west of La Venta
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urit ha b en partially xcavat d, all w r ally kn w ab ut it dominating pyramid
are its size and shape. A rough calculation of its mass
yields some 3,500,000 cubic feet, an awesome manmade form by any standards and particularly so in its
absolutely flat setting. So large and intimidating is the
La Venta pyramid that it has never been excavated despite several seasons of archaeological work at the site,
and we consequently know nothing of its original function. But its obvious replication of the volcano shape
provides clues to its ancient meaning, at least in the
most general way.
Volcanoes form a dominant physical aspect of the
Mesoamerican highlands and unquestionably were
worshipped by pre-Columbian peoples. I have witnessed a minor eruption of the Volcano Fu ego in
Guatemala and can attest that its immediate effect is to
inspire awe and sudden reformulations of one's previous ruminations about supernatural powers. Whatever
one may know about the physical sciences and volcanism, to witness a volcanic eruption is to be confronted with an event one cannot possibly assign to a
normal state. It immediat ly strikes one a an extraordinary and supernatural event. H wever we may react to
such phenomena, ther i little doubt that preColumbian people saw volcanoes this way; Amerindian
groups in Mexico and Guatemala still do, and such a
belief may be an example of an unbroken religious tradition over vast expanses of time. In the highland Maya
community of Zinacantan, located in Southern Mexico,
an extinct volcano is still worshipped as BANKILAL
MUK'TA VIZ (Senior Great Mountain), home of the ancestral gods. It has been suggested that the pyramids of
the classic Maya civilization several centuries later than
the Olmec built pyramids as a functional counterpart to

the sacred mountains of the highlands. 2 In other words,
man-made mountains stood for natural ones in an environment devoid of them. If this is true, we may have at
La Venta an early example of remaking the landscape
f r ritual purp ses. Architecture is, after all, a manipulation f th land cape, although in our Western tradition
our aim ar quit differ nt. We tend to relegate th
supernatural into n at envelope of space call d temples, mosques, or cathedrals. For the La Venta pyramid
builders, it is the sacred shape of the volcano that represents the ancestral gods, or is perhaps a powerful force
that, by being reproduced, becomes manageable, accessible, "captured." While our tradition places little emphasis on what we can do to control the gods,
Mesoamerican civilization makes much of ritual action
for control of supernatural powers. Perhaps this explains why the La Venta people placed so much emphasis on the architectural symbol of what they sought
to control in the environment.
Teotihuacan
The Valley of Teotihuacan is situated in a
northeastern side pocket of the great Basin of Mexico.
As one approaches the valley from nearby Mexico City,
several extinct volcanoes appear to delimit the small
semi-arid valley. It is only upon closer inspection that
two of these shapes, one larger than the other, appear
too geometric to be natural. These two mountain-like
shapes are the so-called pyramids of the Sun and Moon
at the archaeological ruins of Teotihuacan.
Also known simply as "the Pyramids,"
Teotihuacan is perhaps the most famous vestige of
pre-Columbian civilization in the western hemisphere.
It was built between 50 B.C. and A.D. 750 and became
after A.D. 300-500 the most influential site in all of
Mesoamerica. So massive are the two dominating
pyramids of the site that the Mexica peoples (commonly
known since the nineteenth century as the Aztecs)
named the pyramids after the sun and moon when they
occupied the valley many centuries after the fall of
Teotihuacan. By the time of the Mexica, the site's small
temple tops had perished, making them appear like
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pyramid mad
that th y nam
wh r th god dw 11." Som p pl int rpr t thi to
m an th t th M ica th ught th pyramid w r
larg th, t only g d
uld ha
built th m. But th
M i a w re no trang r t ar hit tur
n a lo al
cal a r p rt d by th
pani h onqu r r . T d y,
e ca ati n by th M xican governm nt in d wnt wn
Mexico City are uncovering the T mplo Maj r, a va t
structure that would have approached the scale of th
great pyramids of Teotihuacan. As heirs to the
Mesoamerican belief system, the Mexica saw the
pyramids of Teotihuacan as home of the gods and worthy of worship. We know today that Teotihuacan wa
built to the gods by not-so-ordinary men with an end to
social control as well as to serve religion. They moved
over 840,000 cubic meters forming a mass more than 200
meters on a side and sixty-three meters high to make the
Pyramid of the Sun and another 210,000 to construct the
Pyramid of the Moon. The effect of these massively solid
structures along with many smaller ones is to define
majestic exterior spaces of incomparable dimension .
Even today, when hordes of tourists invade the ite, an
overwhelming impression of articulated open space
awes even the contemporary urban dweller of the
world's largest metropolis.
Teotihuacan was a religious, commercial, and go ernmental center of enormous proportions. 3 There was
nothing else like it in its day and its visual effect on the
visitor mu t have gon a 1 ng way t ward creating an
imag of awesome power. The gargantuan Pyramid of
the Sun was appar ntly built early in the city' history
over sacred caves which had great importance to the
founders of the site. 4 The Pyramid of the Moon, the
smaller of the two, conforms to what was one of the
largest preindustrial urban renewal projects yet known:
the regularization of streets and buildings in the city of
some twenty-five square miles according to a grid pattern oriented seventeen degrees east of true north, an
alignment corresponding to the orientation of the
north -south axis of the main street with the largest
mountain in the valley, an extinct volcano called Cerro
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th' vi<;,itor t d, , , t c
, si -t nth f, mil
h
nu l >ading to
i i
gr at p n nav ~ with
the ky a it
n pr c d up th main a enue, the relation hip betwe n th Pyramid of the
Moon and Cerro Gordo change . At the market plac ,
the pyramid is dwarfed by the mountain. But a one
proceed up the a enue, the pyramid gradually appear
larger in relation to Cerro Gordo, until it block ut th
view of the mountain entirely, appearing to ub titut
the man-made form for the natural one. When one
stands at the northern end of the gr at way in the a t
plaza of the Pyramid of the Moon, a man-made hape i
surrounded by smaller one confronting the pecta tor
with a replication of the Valley of Teotihuacan it elf.

Fig. 1 Approach toward the Plaza of th Pyramid of the Moon,
Teotihuacan, Mexico. Relation hip between Cerro Gordo and
Pyramid changes as one nears plaza.
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rectangular shaped clouds covering the tops of mountain , furth r suggesting this wa an important motif
tran lated into three-dimen ional architectural form by
r th
th T tihuacan pyramid build r . What
rd and m untain c mp ifi m aning f C rr
bin d with I ud had f r th an i nt T

Fig. 2 Entering Plaza of th Pyramid of th Moon where manmade
pyramid appears to replace Cerro Gordo.

Tikal
The lowland Maya civilization produced many
spectacular temple pyramids even larger than the Olmec
pyramid at La Venta. In the relatively flat landscape of
Northern Guatemalan department of Peten, the classic
Maya (A. D. 250-900) could not build in relation to
mountains and valleys as did the pyramid builders of
Teotihuacan. Instead, they followed the La Venta pattern of creating a completely man-made architectural
organization on an environmental tabula rasa. If it is
true that lowland Maya temple pyramids are functional
counterparts of mountains expressing the still current
highland belief that certain mountains are the home of
ancestral gods or devices to captivate and control the
natural and supernatural forces of the landscape, this
may provide us with a clue to the general functional
meaning for the great temple pyramids of a classic lowland Maya site such as Tikal.
Fortunately, archaeological investigations of several
Maya sites-most notably Tikal-give us quite specific
information regarding the function of lowland classic
Maya temple pyramids. Some of them were built to
house the remains of and to commemorat important
rulers. Their form is typically a mas ive steeply-pitched
pyramidal base supporting a small stone tempi . At
Tikal, the most spectacular of these is Temple I built in
A.D. 700, when a Maya lord prosaically known as
"Ruler A" died after a reign of fifty-three years. 5 Atop
the small temple is a crested "roof-comb," really a
carved stone political billboard showing Ruler A seated
on his throne of power in large enough scale for all to
see from the open plaza below. The pyramid itself was
built in nine progressively smaller tiers, a number
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relating directly to death symbolism: there were nine
lords of the underworld in Maya co mo logy. At the level
of the plaza, in ide the pyramid, Ruler A's tomb wa
di cov re d in 1962 by a Univer ity of Penn ylvania
Mu u m t am of archa ologi t . Among th many ff ring ace mpanying the burial w re ixt n pound f
jad and exqui itely inci d bon
h wing th d ad
lord bein g ferried in a canoe into the underworld. Many
years of excavation in and around Temple I have revealed a particular meaning for the building of thi
impressive structure.
By the time Ruler A acceded to power at Tikal, the
mode of temple pyramid building had been long established: they came in threes. A high dominating northern
structure was grouped with smaller western and eastern
ones, defining a plaza open to the south. Because
burials were found with many of these complexes, the
function of such groupings is thought to have been
funerary. This sort of building goes back well into the
preclassic period and is well understood as a result of
the investigations of the University Museum in an area
replete with this type of construction called the North
Acropolis. 6 When Ruler A was planning his funeral
monument, the North Acropolis was no longer in use
and the focus of ritual activity had shifted a short distance to the south of it in an area known as the Great
Plaza. Still, the dominant north structure accompanied
by two smaller eastern and western ones was the traditional arrangement for burial structures. The scale of the
groupings had increased with time, but the proportions
had thus far not changed. Unfortunately, Rul r A's
father had already opted for the dominant northern
position and only the eastern position was available,
traditionally subservient to the northern structure. Ruler
A did a very daring thing. He broke with tradition and
had his architects plan a building higher than the temple
pyramid of his father to the north. To render the eastern
side (the only available to Ruler A) the largest of the
three was an unconventional act that must have been
regarded as sacrilege among the more conservative
Maya. Indeed, there is evidence that Ruler A was hesitant to carry out his plan. We know that the construction
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of Temple I wa delayed until he died and that duri n
hi lif h probably w rri d that hi funeral t mp l ~
pyramid might ff nd th god f hi anc tor' v n ated in th N rth Acr p Ii .
With th
r cti n f T mpl I, th
r at Plaza
d min t d n th
t nd b
m
th BANKI LA
MUK'TA VIZ ( ni r r a t M unt in) n t nly f th •
plaza but f all Tikal. F r whil at l t, until hi
r
Ruler B, built T mple IV a hi fun rary m num n
considerably larger than Temple I. If the monument of
ruler's death becomes greater than previou s s u e
monuments, it follows that his rule may have been ac
companied by greater powers than those of h i
predecessors, or that priorities had shifted to great ·
self-aggrandisement, for whatever reason . The buildin
of successively larger funerary temple pyramids at Tika
after A.D. 700 implies a shift of values and increasel
wealth in the Tikal rulership.
l"

Palenque
While lowland Maya temple pyramids cannot re
spond to natural topography, some of them do relate h
celestial cycles. At Palenque, another classic periot
lowland Maya site, a major funerary pyramid is aligne
so that the descent of the deceased into the underwork
is repeated each winter solstice.
The temple pyramid in question houses the remain
of a Maya lord called Pacal. 7 The splendid sarcophagu'
lid of Pacal's tomb is notorious for Von Deniken' ab
surd int rpretation (Chariot of the God ) of the carving r
the lid a depicting som anci nt a tr naut fiddling witr
the control of his spaceship. W kn w it to d pict a
idealized Pacal shown falling into a standard May e
image for the underworld: the maw of the great eartr
monster. This was a Maya convention for showing
death, a most appropriate theme for a sarcophagus lid.
The temple pyramid built over the tomb of Pacal
known as "The Temple of the Inscriptions" contains
zig-zag vaulted staircase leading to the chamber con
taining the famed sarcophagus and its carved lid. Afte r
Pacal was placed in his tomb, the vaulted access stair
way was filled with rubble and sealed. It is the orienta-
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An Architecture of Power
The suggested general significance of the great
temple pyramids of La Venta, Teotihuacan, Tikal, and
Palenque only scratches the surface of the complex web
of meaning their builders must have assigned to them.
Surely the fuller, complex, multi-leveled meaning of
Mesoamerican temple pyramids will become clearer as
more is learned about the archaeological sites they so
prominently designate. Such is the basic premise of contextual studies of architecture: the more we know of the
history of building at a particular site, along with the
other h uman activities pertaining to architecture, the
m ore we may learn about the people who did the
building.
O ur bri f xcur ion into ome possible interpretations of temple pyramid at four major Mesoamerican
sites pre ents a persistent leitmotif of significance which
re veals the Mesoamerican world-view as being in
marked contrast with our own. Mesoamerican architecture makes a specific reference to the physical environment. It in cludes it. It is a large-scale chart of man's
relationship with a natural order wherein supernatural
power reside. I mean this quite literally. Among the
contemporary highland Tzotzil Maya, supernatural beings and an imal counterparts of living members of the
communit y are actually thought to reside in certain
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mountains. 8 The ancient lowland Maya may have intentionally recreated sacred mountains because they
need d a form to serve the same function as the natural
one f the latter-day Tzotzil. If so, the rulers buried
th r in c unt d thems lve a upematural b ing , a
c nt nti n that i amply upport d by their iconography and hi r glyphic writing.
Th replication of mountain by Me oamerican
temple pyramid builder wa an establishment of a
human order vis-a-vis a natural and supernatural one.
But we must not think that Mesoamerican temple
pyramid building was solely motivated by a worship of
the supernatural powers that were thought to reside
therein. We must remember that the Maya rulers had
their mortal remains placed inside these sacred shapes
and that the conclusion that these structures had to do
with rulership is inescapable, particularly if we view
replication of the landscape as an attempt to control it.
And we must also remember that the power of Maya
rulers was temporal as well as religious. The temple
pyramid expressed enormous social, political, and
economic control by symbolically dominating a site, as
Temple I lords over the Great Plaza at Tikal. Ruler A's
break with tradition undoubtedly commemorates the
increased temporal power of his rule; there is much arch a e o logical evidence at Tikal to confirm this
hypothesis. We also have much evidence that the
pyramid builders of Teotihuacan were temporal masters
of many mountain valleys. In addition to supernatural
prowess, Mesoamerican temple pyramids speak of effective mundane power: the power to control certain
territory and the people in it.
And the architectural reference to astronomical cycles at Palenque unifies the power of the deceased with
the landscape and physical boundaries of mortal men,
including the cosmos as part of the ruler's realm. With
the Temple of the Inscriptions, we see architecture expressing the metamorphosis of a ruler into the celestial
cycle of the sun. What powers this m an must have had
when he ruled to merit such· an apotheosis upon his
death!
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Perhaps the most striking aspect of this Amerindian
architecture I have been describing is how it differs from
our own. For us, architecture has been and still is a
totally and discretely human artifact even in its frame of
reference. Our architecture relates to a uniquely
humanistic conception of space which seeks to exclude
the physical properties of the landscape by contrasting
against it. Greek temples stand erect in contrast against
the landscape and latter-day temples and cathedrals seal
off the outside environment to encapsulate their cults
emphasizing god in the image of man. Any modem
architect knows the most efficient way to build is to level
the land and build from a human plan, a grid based on
an abstract principle. This is just as true for a Levittown
as it is for a Brasilia. Our way of organizing interior and
exterior spaces in architectural enterprises is not based
on any sense of deriving power from the landscape. For
us, power is not negotiable; it is man's province, even
when it is in the hands of a god.

Notes
1. Realization of the original hape of th La Venta pyramid a b 1 lg
"a flut d cone with ten ridge and t n valley " was the re ult f
inve tigation carri d out in 19 by Rob rt F. Heizer and John \.
Graham, who cl ar d and mad a topo raphic map f t 1e
mound. F r furth r d cripti n f the hape of the La V 1 ta
mound,
Rob rt F. H iz r' "N w Ob rvati n on La V n 1"
in Dumbarton Oak Conference on the Olmec, Dumbarton Oak I earch Library and Coll cti n, Tru t
f r Harvard Univer 1 y,
Wa hington DC (1
).
2. This timulating hypothe is wa advanced by William R. Holl.. d
who did ethnographic work among the highland Maya . Hollan 's
ideas are presented in his "Contemporary Tzotzil Cosmolog1 al
Concepts as a Basis for Interpreting Prehistoric Maya Civili" tion," American Antiquity, vol. 29, number 3 (1964), pp. 301-3l 6.
Discussion of BANKILAL MUK'TA VIZ appears in Evon z. Vog ' s
Tortillas for the Gods (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, M, sachusetts and London, England, 1976).
3. The vast complexity of Teotihuacan has been gradually revealed iy
Mexican government excavations at the site during the 1960s a d
particularly as a result of the investigations of the Teotihuac n
Mapping Project. Some of this work has been published (Re le
Millon, Bruce Drewitt, and George Cowgill, Urbanization 1t
Teotihuacan, Mexico, vol. 1, University of Texas Press, 1973).
4. The sacred caves of Teotihuacan were discovered inside t 1e
Pyramid of the Sun in 1975 during the course of investigati lS
carried out by the Mexican government.
5. For a discussion of rulership at Tikal, see Christopher Jones's " 1augura tion Dates of Three Late Classic Rulers of Tik l,
Guatemala," American Antiquity, vol. 42, number 1 (1977).
6. The North Acropolis was intensively excavated by William R. C<e,
director of the University Museum's Tikal Project. For a summ, '1
description see William R. Coe's Tikal. A Handbook of the Anet >tt
Maya Ruins, The University Museum, University of Pennsylvan ,
Philadelphia (1967).
7. A discussion of the reign of Pacal of Palenque appears in Pe zr
Matthew and Lina Schele's "Lords of Palenque-The Glypl ic
Evidence" in Primera Mesa Redonda de Palenque Part 1. Pehl le
Beach, California (1974).
8. An analysis of this belief appears in Evon Z. Vogt's Tortillas for 1e
Gods, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusett , a id
London, England, 1976 (see page 19 in particular).

Renaissance
John Paoletti
Wesleyan University
On the thirt nth of S ptember, 1436, on his third
trip to Egypt, Cyriac f Anc na reached Memphis and
aw th gr at pyramid at nearby Giza. 1 His subsequent
nt in l tter to hi friends (men
d cripti n f th
like Nice 1 Niccoli and Pope Eugenius IV) provide the
first record in the Renaissance of actual experience of
these monuments. Because his response to the
pyramids was historical and factual, unlike earlier travel
records which saw them essentially as mythographic
mirabilia-Joseph' s granaries, for example 2-it is particularly unfortunate for the modem historian that the
intrepid Cyriac was not more expansive in his description of what he saw in 1436. Curiously, from our modem point of view, Cyriac and later travel writers appear
to have been as much interested in the exotic animal life
of the Nile Valley, particularly the giraffe, as they were
in the pyramids, 3 suggesting that these architectural
monuments are far more fascinating for our contemporaries than they were for Cyriac' s. Cyriac' s account of
the pyramids, dispassionate though it may be, is commensurate with that of other Renaissance writers and
helps to explain the peripheral interest shown these
monuments throughout the period:
At last we arrived after sailing such a great river [the Nile]
at that place which I had desired to see above all others so
that I could behold the marvels of the pyramids at Memphis ... [And] on the nones of September we arrived at
the pyramid who e a toni hing ize could be se n from
a distance (procul admirabilem operis magnitudinem adspexissem) o that they s emed to eliminate from thought all
other antiquities (vetusta emnia) . .. For we saw these
triking piles of stones (conspicuas vidimus lapidum moles)
as so huge that we thought such a work was not raised
up by man. Its widest sides were two stadia long and its
height ten; and we saw those sides ascending in a
pyramidal shape to the highest vertex and at the summit
we caught full sight of the most ancient inscription in
Phoenician characters which is unknown to men in our
own age ....

Cyriac' s most obvious and virtually automatic reaction to the huge size of the pyramids is the perennial
one and is echoed in nearly every Renaissance account

of this architecture. A century later, for example, when
in 1547 Pierre Belon of Mans saw the pyramids, he
began his description of them in much the same fashion
as Cyriac: "N'en desplaise aux ouvrages et antiquitez
Romaines, elles ne tiennent rien de la grandeur & orgueil des Pyramids." 5 Cyriac states his reaction to the
size of the pyramids in part explicitly (magnitudinem) and
in part by the generic term moles which he and other
writers use to describe the form. For Cyriac, as for
others, the precise geometrical shape of the pyramid
seems to have been of secondary importance to the fact
that it was a moles, simply a huge pile. Although Cyriac
does not mention the funerary function of the pyramids,
he does indicate that there were inscriptions carved on '
the sides in what he terms Phoenecian characters
(Phoenicibus caracteribus) rather than hieroglyphs.
Cyriac' s apparent disinterest in the pyramids which he
visited, his quite limited description of them, and his
refusal to hazard any reconstruction of their history or
meaning is a hallmark of the general reticence with
which these far-away and basically inaccessible monuments were treated in Renaissance Europe.
On the other hand, antique written records of the
pyramids were obviously far more accessible to Renaissance humanists than the monuments themselves, so it
is not surprising that, Cyriac aside, much of the understanding of these monuments derives from classical
literary sources which are either specifically mentioned
or simply paraphrased both in humanist treatises and
travel books. Belon marked this tradition of scholarly
reference when he recorded his 1547 experience of the
sandy and desolate landscape in which the pyramids
were placed: "desquel Pline ha escrit, suyvant ce qu' en
ha dit Herodote, en ceste maniere: Arena late pura circum
lentis similitudine." 6 Pliny, Herodotus, Strabo, and
perhaps most importantly Diodorus Siculus were available to the humanists, oftentimes in newly redacted versions. Diodorus's Bibliotheca Historiae, for example, was
translated from Greek to Latin by Poggio Bracciolini and
Giorgio Trapezuntios and provided a touchstone for
Renaissance architectural writing. 7 Diodorus, who had
been in Egypt in 59 B. C. and had probably begun the
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Bibliotheca by 56 B.C. , is interesting from the point of
view of the R nai ance insofar as his appraisal of th
thr pyramid f Cheops (whom he called Chemmi ),
phr n, and Mycerinu in M mphi e tablish d an under ta n ding of the e f rm which wa t r main r markably con i tent through th fift nth and arly ixt nth nturi
It 1 generally agreed that th e monument far urpa s
all other con truction in Egypt, not only in th ir massiveness and cost but also in the skill displayed by their
b u ild e rs. And they say that the architects of the
monuments are more deserving of admiration than the
kings who furnished the means for their execution; for
in bringing their plans to completion the former called
upon their individual souls and their zeal for honor,
but the latter only used the wealth which they had
inherited and the grievous toil of other men. 8

Diodorus specifies the massiveness of each of the
pyramids by giving measurements for each of them,
much as Herodotus had done when writing about the
same forms nearly 400 years earlier and much as Cyriac
was to do in 1436. But in addition to the overwhelming
size and funerary purpose of the pyramids, Diodorus
mentions the skill of their designers-som ewhat more
theoretically than the technical description which
Herodotus had earlier provided for the means of construction. 9 Diodorus also indicates the specifically honorific intent of the pyramids, redounding on the
pharaoh, or as Diodorus would have it, on the architect.
As Diodorus' s text was integrated in fifteenth century
humanistic writing, size, skill of construction, funerary
iconography, and signal of worldly prominence all b came leitmotifs of the Renaissance understanding and
reuse of the pyramid.10
In the De re aedificatoria which Leon Battista Alberti
finished in 1452 and which was finally published in
Florence in 1485, he traced the development of architecture from Asia to Greece and ultimately to Italy where it
received its "full Maturity." 11 He specifically mentioned
the " Wealth and Leisure" of the Asian kings and their
conce rn for "themselves, their own Riches, and the
Greatness and Majesty of their Empire." 12 According to
Alberti, the pyramids resulted from such personal considerations and from the king's need to build something

of a size which private individuals could not h pe to
equal. Although virtually quoting Diodorus' s pas sag
concerning the geniu of the archit ct, Alberti tran form d it by a igning uch archit ctural geniu to th
Gre k r th r than t th E yptian whom h call
A ian:
. .. th y cam t und r tand that in all Thing of thi
Natur [buildin ] th Skill f th W rkman wa s mor
admired than the Wealth of th Prince: For any one that
is rich may raise a great Pile of Building; but to rai e
such a one as may be commended by the Skillful, i the
Part only of superior Genius. 1 3

The technical aspects of building the great pyramids obviously also fascinated the architect in Alberti, for he
also refers to passages from Herodotus which describe
the building of the pyramids of Cheops and Cephren. 14
But most importantly for Alberti was the honorific aspect of these monumental forms:
Our ancestors, when, having overcome their enemies,
they were endeavoring with all their Power to enlarge
the Confines of their Empire, used to set up Statues
and Terms to mark the Course of their Victories, and to
distinguish the Limits of their Conquests. This was the
origin of Pyramids, Obelisks, and the like Monuments
for the Distinction of Limits. 15

Alberti quite clearly specifies the meanings of power
and rulership which the ancient writers ascribed to the
pyramids. 16
Filarete (Antonio Averlino) also mentions the
pyramids in his treatise on architecture written between
1461 and 1464, but he does so much more summarily
than Alberti. In the fourteenth book of his treatise, Filarete merely calls them grande ed eterne- large and
eternal-witho ut particular m ntion of any one monument.17 Filarete does give, however, a disorganized
catalog of the various ways that he and his contemporaries saw the pyramid:
A pyramid is a form terminated by five points, as you
can see here, with lines drawn from one point to the
other. From this there come right, acute and obtuse
angles. If you have ever been in Rome (you haves en
the one) at the gate of St. Paul's-on-the-wall s, or rather
outside-the-walls, which is made of marble and which
they say is the tomb of Romulus . One reads that many
others were built as tombs and especially in Egypt.
Read Diodorus Siculus. The right angles come from its
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ba e, becau e it i terminated by four points. Here also
em rge obtu e angle which are extended to the fifth
p int which t~ y create. It i an acute angle. This i
call d a pyramid. You can say [it] is made of visual rays
and go out from th ye, e cept that it cuspid alway r main in th light and roundne of the eye.
ry form of whatever quality, whether squar ,
Thu ,
r und, concav , or any other quality, is t rminated by
and made f t nded points made into Im . In thi
way one r cogniz the outline of every form and the
air en lo ed by thes line and pomts. This air takes
and shows color from the thing [seen]. There is much
~ore to be said about thi , but it is a philosophic question not too closely related to our subject, so let us leave
it for the philosophers to discus . This is enough for the
present about the rays, the pyramid, and the air. is

The passage is bracketed with considerations of the
pyramid as an abstract geometrical shape, first as a
solid, then as a theoretical path of invisible rays defining
vision. In between, Filarete demonstrates his knowledge of antique forms such as the pyramid of Caius
Cestius in Rome as well as antique descriptions of important monuments. None of these seems to take precedence over any other and the passage becomes a jumble of unassimilated, albeit catholic, information.
Filarete' s apparent lack of interest in the history or
symbolism of the pyramid is characteristic of later
treatise writers who, preoccupied as they were with Vitruvius and with Greek and Roman architecture, are virtually silent about the pyramid. Sebastiano Serlio, for
example, mentions the pyramid in his second book on
architecture (1545) but only in passing when discussing
the stretching of backdrops for the stage sets for a
tragedy. 1 9
The very same humanistic endeavor of reviving ancient texts which characterized Cyriac' s and Alberti' s
works also produced an anomalous pictorial representation of the pyramid toward the middle of the fifteenth
century when it became identified as the form of Noah's
Ark. Like Joseph's granaries, such a conception is
largely medieval, stemming in this case from the writing
of Origen in the third century and lasting until Hugh of
St. Victor's De area Noe morali of the twelfth century.
This literary tradition of a pyramidal shape for the Ark
eschewed the historical and physical accuracy prized by
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Cyriac and other humanist writers in favor of a
numerological mysticism. 2°Curiously enough, despite a
lengthy tradition in the theological literature, the representation of the Ark as a pyramid does not occur in
extant monuments of the middle ages. Not until
Ghiberti's relief of the Flood for the Gates of Paradise
(1425-1452) and Paolo Uccello's frescoes of the Deluge in
the Chiostro Verde of Sta. Maria Novella (c.1445-1450)
does the Ark appear as a colossal pyramid. Why for
Origen and subsequent church doctors the Ark took
such an apparently unseaworthy form is not absolutely
clear. Perhaps the residency of the Jews in Egypt may
have prompted the choice since the pyramids themselves were so large and thus capable of holding the vast
number of creatures that had to be taken aboard. And
perhaps the death and resurrection symbolism of the
pyramids was thought appropriate for the cataclysmic
destruction of life caused by the flood and its subsequent regeneration by Noah and his sons, especially
since Noah himself was a popular prefiguration of
Christ. Whatever the reasons for the Ark's pyramidal
shape in Origen and the writers who followed him,
Ghiberti' s choice of this form seems to mark a deliberate
humanistic reference, if not revival, of Origen' s writing21 which had been ignored or castigated since the
twelfth century. Insofar as this revival was a particularly
focused one and insofar as the story of Noah was but a
small part of it, the use of the pyramid for the Ark was
virtually limited to the examples given and functions as
a literary illustration rather than an historical recreation
of actual antique form. Despite the oddity of its appearance, the pyramidal Ark does provide a concrete example of the role of the humanist scholar in determining
the iconographic program of works of art in the early
Renaissance.
As travel to the ancient sites increased in the late
fifteenth and through the sixteenth centuries, pyramid
and related architectural revivals began to assume a
romantic and somewhat exotic flavor in the literature
paralleling Origen's fantastical description of the Ark.
The seeds for such exotic depictions were already present in Cyriac's account of his Egyptian voyage where he
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spent as much time describing giraffes and other unusual animals as he did describing the architecture
which he had made such an ffort t
. Rather than
being accurat phy ical r con tructi n d ri ing fr m
literary sourc or ctual xperience, pyramid b gan t
appear a vagu but mor r l s a ppr priat indicati n
of location for th narrativ s which th y dee rat . Thus
Jacop Sansovino includ d a pyramid, pr bably intend.ed as the well-known tomb of Caius Cestius in
Rome, in his relief of St. Mark Healing a Woman Possessed
by a Devil (Venice, San Marco). 22 Given the subordinate
position of the pyramid in the narrative it is unlikely that
it represents any of the abstract qualities of royalty,
power, honor, or rulership noted by the ancient writers
or by Alberti, but that it is merely meant to locate the
site, like the accompanying Colosseum, to Rome where
Mark was Peter's companion, and is thus divorced from
the historical focus of Cyriac and Alberti as well as the
scholarly textual reconstruction of Ghiberti.
Vague presentations of pyramids such as that of the
Sansovino relief recall a much more precise topographical tradition which appears at least as early as the beginning of the Trecento in painted scenes of the crucifixion
of St. Peter. In virtually every instance, Peter's cross is
shown flanked by pyramids. There architectural forms
are specific in their intent to localize the event of the
Crucifixion to a precise place in the city of Rome and
thus to lend a degree of historical, if not archaeological,
authenticity to the scene. The pyramids in these
Crucifixion scenes represent the pyramid of Caius Cestius by the Porta Ostiensis in Rome and the Sepolcrum
Scipionum in the Vatican. 23 The pyramid of C. Cestius
was the only fully extant ancient pyramid in Renaissance Italy; it was apparently a well-enough known
tourist attraction because of its unique state of preservation so that Sansovino could use it in his relief of St.
Mark, and Belon could use it in the mid-sixteenth century to compare it with the pyramid of Mycerinus in
order to give a sense of the size of the latter relative to its
Roman counterpart. 24 During the fifteenth century the
two Roman pyramids were popularly believed to be the
meta Remi and the meta Romuli or the tombs of Remus
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Filarete (Antonio Averlino)
The Crucifixion of St. Peter from the Porta Argentea
Rome, St. Peter's

and Romulus, the mythic founders of the city, thus
adding to their attractiveness as tourist sites.
Although the two meta are sometimes confusingly
represented in the crucifixion paintings they always
carry a topographical meaning intended to identify th
site of Peter's martyrdom. Filarete' s panel of the
Crucifixion of St. Peter, commissioned by Eugenius IV for
the Porta Argentea of St. Peter's, is the monument for
the fifteenth century which brings the topographical,
hagiographical, and humanistic problems related to the
representation of those two pyramids into focus (Figure
1). Since the medieval topos for locating the site of St.
Peter's crucifixion was inter duas metas, Filarete's presentation of the two pyramids at the bottom of his relief is
an obvious reference to this tradition which was significantly under scholarly scrutiny at the time of the
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fabrication of the d oors. Flavio Biondo, writing the Roma
Instaurata between 1444 and 1446, used the meta Romuli
and the nearb y Ca s t e 1 S ant 'Ange I o (Ha d r i an' s
Tomb)- not th meta Remi-as the two meta of th topos
and thu claim d that th ite of Peter's crucifixion was
e ntially in the Va tican, near the Tiber and do e to the
church of S. Maria in Transpontina. 25 Using the meta
Remi (instead of the Castel Sant 'Angelo, the moles Hadrianum, and the meta Romuli), Huskinson has recently
shown that the mid-point in the axis between these two
meta in the urban setting of Rome locates the Janiculum
Hill, the place where Maffeo Vegio, one of the leading
humanists in Eugeniu s IV's court, insisted that St. Peter
was crucified. 26 Filarete' s panel most likely represents
the meta Remi on the left and a reconstruction of the meta
Romuli on the right and thus incorporates contemporary
archaeological and cartographical opinion concerning
the topography of the city and renewed textural scholarship and controversy concerning the identification of
the site of martyrdom, a site which in the early years of
the sixteenth century was emphatically marked by
Bramante's Tempietto .
Filarete' s panel d em onstrates that the Quattrocento
conception of the meta or the pyramid had not hardened
into our sense of a specific fixed geometrical shape. In
fact, as Cyriac' s report of 1436 and as Albert's description of victory markers as "Pyramids, Obelisks and the
like Monuments" m ake clear, meta could mean pyramid
or even more often a ziggurat shape not unlike Filarete's
depiction of the meta Romuli which was described in the
Quattrocento only as dilapidated and having a flat top.
The varieties of repre s enta tion of the meta Romuli
typified by Filarete' s example and evident in vedute and
maps of the city of Rome through the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 27 suggest that any general pyramidal
shape carried the funerary , h onorific, and rulership
connotations of pyramid . Th e con fla t ion of "like
monuments"-pyramid , ob elis k , meta 7iggurat,
mole-into one generic meaning is pervasive for the
period of the fifteenth century and must be recognized
in any discussion of their revivals and u ses throughout
the Renaissance. 2 s

The Pyramid from the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili
Venice, 1499
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Perhaps the most willful manipulation of these
various form s occurs in the dream cape of th Hypnerotomachia Poliphili publish d in V nice in 1499 (Figure 2). Th architectural monument which Poliphiliu
e s in hi nchanted 1 nd cap ar fanta tic c mp unding f antique urc and c nt mp rary writing, but th y hav littl if anything to d with actu 1
archit ctur , antique or otherwis . Poliphiliu ' d cription of a huge pyramidal building rising from a square
base and topped with an obelisk which itself is surmounted by a revolving and tinkling statue of a nymph
is one of the most extraordinary in the book. This fantastical structure may be extreme in its conflation of antique
forms, but it represents as much uncritical piling up of
scholarly reference as it does a piling up of architectural
shapes. Echoing earlier writers, Poliphilius (Fra
Colonna) mentions the "immense frame and the unusual workmanship" (insolentia de arte aedificatoria, &
immensa structura) .29 He gives measures for the monument and, with a tacit reference to Herodotus's description of the pyramids at Memphis, mentions the "quadrangulate corner stones as carefully fitted and polished
... as it were possible to do." (quadranguli ... positi &
locati, tan to expoliti ... quanta fare unque si potrebba). 30 He
even indicates that Egyptian hieroglyphs decorate the
faces of the pyramid, a standard part of literary and
travelogue descriptions of the ancient pyramids. Yet the
story reconstructs a dream after all, and the scattered
erudition of the text merely serves as a ground base for
the author's obbligato of fantasy in which the building
appears ultimately as a megolomaniacal but totally depopulated set design worthy of an old-fashioned Hollywood biblical epic. In fact it is just this freedom with
fact that appealed to Renaissance and baroque architects
and stage designers who were responsible for the creation of temporary fantastical and allegorical architecture.
In catafalques and funerary decorations and in elaborate
parade route triumphal arches as well as stage sets, the
p yram id becomes one element in a vast repertory of
form s employed to describe the multiplicity of virtues of
the person being honored. 31
The accuracy of archaeological descriptions of the

Raphael
The Chigi Chapel
Rome, Sta . Maria d 1Popolo

pyramid appearing in the literary sources beginning
with Cyriac, interrupted as it were by the innocent
exoticism of sculptors like Sansovino and by the recondite romanticism of the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, does
not evolve to a fixed iconographic tradition until the
early sixteenth century with Raphael's design for the
funerary chapel of Agostino Chigi in the Roman church
of Santa Maria del Popolo. 32 There Raphael gave the
pyramid as a specific shape a definitive focus of attention and codified its use as a formal tomb symbol of
death and eternity (Figure 3) . Earlier manifestations of
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the pyramid on such Trecento tombs as the Castelbarco
Monument (Verona, Sant ~nastasia) and the Rolandini
dei Pas ageri tomb (Bologna, Piazza San Domenico)33
includ ·th pyramid a a r of tructure for the monum nt, thu ub urning it int th general overall architectural form. Raph 1, on the oth r hand, placed the
pyramid before th e wall , th ir apexes breaking
through the architectural cornice, decorated them with
rondel portraits of the deceased and with suitable inscriptions reminiscent of the hieroglyphic inscriptions
on the Egyptian pyramids recorded by Diodorus,
Cyriac, and others. These tomb pyramids occur just at
the time that Leo X appointed Raphael as Prefect of
Antiquities for the city of Rome (August 1515). While
this position was only curatorial insofar as it involved
the preservation of ancient inscriptions, it did provoke
Raphael to undertake a major pictorial and topographic
project of reconstructing the ancient city, a project cut
off by the artist's death in 1520. 34 In 1519, in the course
of his archaeological reconstruction, Raphael supposedly wrote to Leo X bemoaning the destruction of
the meta Romuli which had been removed in 1499 during
the construction of the via Alexandrina for the Jubilee
Year. 35 Raphael's intense archaeological interest during
the years immediately following the Chigi commission
gives some reason for his selection of the pyramid as
appropriate funerary iconography. Agostino' s interest
in astrology may provide yet another reason, since the
roots of astrological knowledge were believed to lay in
Egypt, thus spawning the constant interest of the
Hieroglyphica of Horapollo throughout this period. 36 But
Raphael's use of the pyramid was novel in the isolated
prominence he gave to the form and the precise iconographic accuracy of its use.
Unlike other Egyptian forms such as the telemon
figures found at Tivoli during the time of Pius II, which
Raphael himself (and Giulio Romano) used in the
Stanza dell'Incendio and which are recorded in drawings and sketchbooks seemingly because of the value as
antiques or curiosities, 37 Raphael's pyramids maintain a
specific function which parallels their use by the Egyptians. Belon states the equation very clearly: "les Egyp-
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tiens attendants la resurrection des morts, avoyent de
coustume de confire (embalm) les corps, pour les faire
<lurer a eternite . " 38 The necrological significance of the
pyramid, which must also inform its topographical use
in th scenes of the Crucifixion of St. Peter, became its
predominant and virtually exclusive meaning into the
late eighteenth century, with earlier uses, such as those
in the Petrine and Noah cycles, disappearing entirely.
Thus Giulio Romano, one of Raphael's associates, used
the form, albeit in its ziggurat configuration, for Baldassare Castiglione' s tomb in Santa Maria della Grazia in
Mantua and again as an appropriate decorative form in
the background of his painting of the Stoning of St.
Stephen (Genoa, S.Stefano). Even where the pyramid
functions as ancillary decoration as it does in the Giulio
Romano painting, or in the allegorical drawing of Winter
by Francesco Salviati which paraphrases the decoration
of the Chigi Chapel, the pyramid is explicitly denotative
of death and immortality and takes on an explicit and
archaeologically correct form.
Raphael's use of the pyramid in the Chigi Chapel
marks not only the full humanistic understanding and
assimilation of an ancient form, but also describes the
limits of interest which the artists and patrons of the
Renaissance had in the nonnarrative use of the form.
The pyramid was physically impressive in size, limited
in use to men of power and honor, and indicative not
only of death but of everlasting life and fame. Later,
fantasies of hidden treasures and threatening magic
which so fascinate our own period played virtually no
role in the Renaissance description and reuse of the
pyramid. The Chigi Chapel pyramids are a codification
of the literary and visual sources first investigated by
men like Cyriac and Alberti and exemplify the Renaissance concern that the meaning of ancient art be fused
with the revival of its forms and that both provide a
revitalized understanding of man's role in his world for
his own and for future generations.
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Basket of Wild Strawberries
Jean-Simeon Chardin

Pyramids in Modem Art
Robert Rosenblum
Institute of Fine Arts
New York University
What could be more of an intruder than a pyramid
in that delightfully wriggling jungle of early eighteenth
century forms we call the Rococo? In the midst of what
the century's own reformers would later refer to, with
considerable malice, as "the chicory style," a pyramid
suddenly conjures up not the sensual, the irregular, the
capricious, but rather something solemn, eternal,
abstract. That drastic shift was slow in coming.
Pyramids could tum up, of course, as Egyptian historical props in the background of a subject like Moses and
Pharaoh's Daughter, but they were kept in abeyance
until the mid-century, when they began to loom larger
and larger, gathering the authority to offer an imaginary
world of awesome purity, remoteness, and permanence. By 1761, even the quiet, unpretentious Chardin
could scrutinize the daily offerings of a Parisian market,
as laid out on a homely kitchen table, and find that a
mound of strawberries could be constructed in the approximate shape of a pyramid so immutable that even
the most mischievous or greedy gourmet would not
dare violate its timeless order. And these perfect
geometries, only gently implicit in Chardin, would soon
become for more revolutionary generations, explicit
symbols of all things worth hoping and fighting for.
When French architects like Ledoux and Boullee began
to create drawing-board Utopias for that ideal society
that was always about to come into being, but never
actually did, what better shape than the pyramid could
be used to evoke this new majesty of moral, social, and
formal order? Scaleless, both gravity-borne and
heaven-bound, and as abstract as a diagram in a treatise
on solid geometry, the pyramid could be the foundation
of a multitude of Brave New Worlds that might annihilate forever the petty, here-and-now facts of eighteenth
century daily life. To leap from today to eternity, from
the earth to the clouds, from the flawed to the perfect,
the pyramid, like the cube or the sphere, could be a
vehicle of rejuvenating purity as well as of the wildest

historical dreams, both prospective and retrospective.
And what form could better elevate us from the empirical facts of a great man's terrestrial life to his otherworldly, enduring memory than the pyramidal tombs
and monuments of Canova and his neoclassic contemporaries, who envisioned in this serene geometric form
the spiritual presence of popes and generals, of scientists and philosophers.
But the proliferation of pyramids around 1800 took
place not only in an ideal realm, but also in the more
literal one of the rediscovery of Egypt, whose legendary
but still accessible wonders could add both topographical and symbolic truths to the representations of history,
whether real or imaginary. When Gros and his colleagues depicted as commemorative propaganda the
bloody but heroic battles of Napoleon's Egyptian campaigns, the pyramids of Giza often provided a backdrop
that resonated with ancient power and destiny. And for
painters of architectural fantasies and of the crumbling
of great civilizations, from Hubert Robert to the maddest
British Romantics, whether Blake Turner, or John Martin, pyramids could evoke, by their numbing size and
durability, the awesome relics of an ancient world
which, eventually destroyed, could pitifully dwarf us
creatures of the modem world to proper Lilliputian scale
and make us contemplate, with the readers of the Old
Testament, of Gibbon, of Shelley's Ozymandias, the rise
and fall of civilizations perhaps greater than ours.
But inevitably, the mid-nineteenth century's
triumph of a positivist view that accepted the imn\ediate
facts of experience would destroy the imaginative soil in
which these Romantic pyramids could proliferate, in
which the past and the future seemed more important
than the present. Eventually, later nineteenth century
pyramids would become the property of the Orientalists, artist-Baedekers who traveled to Egypt or even to
pre-Columbian worlds and then translated these ancient marvels into exotic pictorial documents for popular
consumption back home. It took the twentieth century,
in fact, to resurrect the pyram,id in the highly ideal and
imaginative mold that the late eighteenth century had
cast for it, and nowhere yvas this done more potently

than in art after 1945. Barnett Newman's Broken Obelisk,
for one, is a noble heir to tho elate eighteenth century
fusion of formal and historical fantasies o stark and so
rem t that only a pyramid c uld off r ad quate support t such dr am of pie grand ur, ublim cal , and
archetypal purity (a if, in literal term , an up ide-d wn
Washington Monument were crumbling symbolically
upon a timeless pyramid). And even on less lofty a
level, pyramids in post-1945 art often suggest a reprise
of viewpoints first defined after 1760. Lichtenstein's
pyramids still provide, in tourist-poster terms, a
glimpse of the marvels of Egypt as well as inventing a
new exercise in formalist structure; and the corner
pyramid fragments of Robert Morris might almost be
excerpted from a Boullee scheme for a textureless architectural environment whose immaculate order could
illustrate a page from Euclid. Wherever pyramids tum
up in modern art, they will continue to look backwards
and forwards to the most distant dreams of both pure
art and pure history.
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Untitled, 1979,
drawing and collage, 39" x 14"
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Terry Berkowitz

The legend under the photograph of the site reads: Site
of the historic find as seen from three miles. Some.of the
priceless relics found within are thought to be reliquaries. There are signs that this was the resting place
of a great king-a two-pronged snakelike protrusion,
believed to be a religious symbol, is attached to many
of the objects. This symbol, or "plug" as it was called,
became the focal point for an ancient cult. Worship
took the form of magical rites celebrating the ingestion
of the day deity by the night deity.

The Golden Connection, 1979,
approximately 10' x 5' x 4'
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Rainfall-Erosion Projects, 1979,
drawing, 25" x 19"

Andrew Leicester

Agnes Denes

The Human Argument, 1974,
drawing on graph paper, 81/2" x 11"
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Agnes Denes

Human Dust
H wa an rtist. He died of a h art attack. He wa
born fifty y ars ag , which m an h lived half a century, or appr. 2/3 f hi expected lif pan. Hi father wa
a tail r and hi m ther a hou wif . He had 4 brother
and 1 i t r. He was in 1 ve 3 tim , married once,
fathered 2 human beings, thus b ginning a chain of 60
or more human beings added to the world population
within 4 generations (counting up to 2000 A.D.). Taking
genetic and environmental factors into consideration, 4
of these will be doctors, 2 will write, 34 will bear children, 6 will be engineers or teachers, 1 will have an
unusual talent, 1 will be a politician, 1 will collect garbage, 8 will be unskilled laborers, 1 will go to jail and
two are uncertain.
During his lifetime he visited 18 countries and
spoke 2 languages. He traveled 55,000 miles not including commuting and read 4100 books. He attended
college for one year. His aspirations were to be a great
writer or a great artist. He wrote about 1/2 million words
and painted 48 paintings, all told. In his lifetime he
earned $160,000.00, was fired three times and held 17
positions after maturity. He was unhappy and lonely
more often than not, achieved 1/10,000 of his dreams,
managed to get his opinions across 184 times and was
misunderstood 3800 times when it mattered. He be-

Human Dust, 1974,
photographs, 2 panels approximately 26" x 34"

li v din a god, wa fairly religiou at th b ginning and
toward the nd f hi lif and c uld b c n idered
up r titiou . During hi lif time h c n um d 4 00 lb .
of bread, 3000 gall n f water, 140 gall n f wine and
360 quarts of whi k y. He ate 56,000 m al , slept
146,850 hours and moved his bowels 18,548 times. He
was sick 23 times, caught 31 colds, pneumonia once, 7
virus infections and broke his leg falling off a chair while
hanging one of his paintings. He served in the marines,
was shot at several times but never wounded. He had
relations with 27 women in his lifetime and ejaculated
3,858 times. He voted in 24 elections and knew his
opinions changed nothing. He was not a popular
man-he had honest but uneven beliefs. His work was
good but not great, and the last 10 years of his life he
resigned himself to this fact. He had 4 friends at various
times in his life and was loved by 17 people, including
his parents. He was liked by 312. His brain contained
10 10 neurons and it received 10 9 electrical impulses from
his own sense organs, to each of which he responded.
He smoked 210,000 cigarettes and tried drugs twice. 34
people remembered him or spoke of him after his death
and his remains shown here represent 1/85 of his entire
body.
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Untitled, 1979,
drawing, 50" x 38"

Benni Efrat
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Neill Fearnley
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Untitled, 1979,
mixed media, 18" x 13"
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Leland Johnston
Mt. Analogue
All matter is made up of energy, yet appears solid
to some degree. Solid three-dimensional forms exist in
the universe. In everyday situations, the extent to which
we are able to perceive them usually depends on
"energy bridges" such as sonar, radar, and most commonly, reflected light. In this piece, I am interested in
changing the role of light relative to the perception of
three-dimensional forms from a reflected secondary role
to a primary one. I want to transform pure energy, light,
into the appearance of a "solid" form.
I know that for light sources I want to use big
searchlights. A crucial factor which facilitates the illusion of anything being solid is its ability to move independently of any apparent support structure. A helicopter to carry the searchlights quickly suggested itself. As
a result of using a helicopter to carry the lights, I have a
single source point from which to construct a "solid." In
a way, it is ironic to be included in a show dealing with
pyramidal influence on art. The fact that my piece resembles a pyramid is more necessity than desire. The
minimum number of light beams with which to construct a form, from a single source point, which will be
read as a solid from any angle, is four.
Since a helicopter will not fly indefinitely, my light
form took on the time parameters of an event. As an
event, I want to include a specific audio component. I
plan to simulcast, on area radio, Paul Horn's solo flute
improvisations inside the Great Pyramid at Cheops. I
chose this recording for its peculiar and distinctive
acoustic properties. I like the juxtaposition of a large
public image with a small private sound.
Some months after this piece was conceived, I was
introduced to a book by the French author Rene Dumal.
It is a wonderful account of a group of people who quest
for the ultimate metaphysical mountain called Mt.
Analogue. The base of this mountain is accessible to
man, the summit is not.

Mount Analogue, 1979,
drawing, 30" x 23"
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"Words spoken when one cometh to pylon the
nineteenth. Disposer of light in her period of life, mistress of flames ... She is holding [WORDS BURIED IN
THE KING'S CHAMBER] of the bandages of Pa-an."
"Words spoken when one cometh to pylon the twentyfirst. Knife cutting when is uttered, making [WORDS
BURIED IN THE KING'S CHAMBER] advance to her
flames. She is possessing schemes hidden.''

The Queen's Chamber, 1979,
Drawing with acetate overlay, 38" x 24"

Rita Myers

"Words spoken when one cometh to pylon the seventh.
Saith [WORDS BURIED IN THE QUEEN'S CHAMBER]
Ani: Garment clothing the feeble one."
"Words spoken when one cometh to pylon the eighth
... fire blazing, not to be quenched the flame, provided
with flames, far-reaching of hand, slaying not to be
gainsaid, not may one pass over it [WORDS BURIED IN
THE QUEEN'S CHAMBER] of the hurt thereof."

Jud Nelson

Untitled, 1979,
N. Y. Times, 22" x 12" x 3"
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Saul Ostrow
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Who built the pyramids ?
Obviously the sto9es were too
heavy for heoP,

Letter to the Presidium
of the Conference of Proletarian Cultural
and Educational Organisations
17.9.18
Dear Comrades
Many thanks for your good wishes, and the very
best of luck in your work.
One of the chief conditions for the socialist revolution's victory is that the working class must realise it has
to rule and that its rule should be carried through during
the transition period from capitalism to socialism. The
rule of the proletariat, the vanguard of all the working
and exploited people, is essential in this transition
period if classes are to be completely abolished, if the
resistance of the exploiters is to be suppressed, and if
the en tire mass of the working and exploited people-

crushed, downtrodden and disunited by capitalismare to be united around the urban workers and brought
in close alliance with them.
All our successes have been due to the workers
grasping this and governing the state through their
Soviets.
But the workers have not yet ·grasped this sufficiently and are often too timid in promoting governing the
state.

S!JPf>oRT 1'1-. M'lllCAN

~:TM.c.et£

,-
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Fight for this, comrades! Let the proletarian cultural
and educational organisations help in this. That will be a
pledge of further success and the final victory of the
socialist revolution.
Greetings,
V. Ulyanov (Lenin)

Pravda No. 201
Septemberl9, 1918

Collected Works,
Vo. 28, p. 94

Who built the pyramids ... ", 1979,
mixed media approximately ll'x 4'
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The conjunction of male and female in nature is the
logical result of necessity. This polarization also appears
in the realm of ideas; the pyramid is one example of this,
considering it a result of the Mediterranean culture
cauldron ...

Mediterranean, 1979,
mixed media, 15" x 15" x 10"

Fina Miralles

AngelsRibe

Piramide (Para Mirar con Delicadeza), 1979,
steel, 14" x 91/2"
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Francese Torres
SOME PEOPLE HA VE BEEN KNOWN FOR THEIR
ABILITY TO EXTRACT A PYRAMIDAL STRUCTURE
OUT OF A COMBINATION OF STONES.
SOME PEOPLE HA VE BEEN KNOWN FOR THEIR
ABILITY TO EXTRACT A STONE OUT OF A COMBINATION OF PYRAMIDS.
IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT, WHEN TRANSFORMING
REALITY, WE WORK AGAINST NATURE BY INVERTING ITS PROCESSES.
The drawing refers to the pyramidal structure of calcium
oxalate crystals, commonly found constituents of urinary calculi (kidney stones).

From the top of somebody's head or
from the inside of somebody's kidneys, 1979,
pastel and color pencil on paper, 30" x 47"
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The Great Pyramid Show Tour

Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio
August/September 1979

Midwest Museum of Modem Art
Elkhart, Indiana
January/February 1980

Albright College
Reading, Pennsylvania
March/April 1980

Wesleyan University
Middletown, Connecticut
Summer1980
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